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August 11,2016
Leslie Cadwell, Esq.
Alison Millbury Stone, Esq.
Legal Counselors & Advocates PLC
PO Box 827
Castleton, VT 05735

Re:

Docket No. 8585

-
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Kidder Hill/Irasburg MET Tower Investigation

Dearleslie & Alisone
Enclosed please find the Response of the Department of Public Service to David
Blittersdorf s Subpoena Duces Tecum.

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. Please contact me with any
questions or concerns.
Sincerely,

Aaron Kisicki
Special Counsel
cc

Docket 8585 Service List (w/ enclosure)
Vermont Public Service Board (w/ enclosure)
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STATE OF VERMONT
PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD

Docket No. 8585
Investigation in to Meteorological Tower at ')
700 Kidder Hill Road in lrasburg, Vermont )

August

ll,2016

RESPONSE OF THE VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

The Vermont Department

of Public Service

("Department") is in receipt

of

David

Blittersdorf s Notice of Deposition pursuant to Rule 30(bX6) of the Vermont Rules of Civil
procedure and subpoena duces tecum dated June 29,2016. The subpoena duces tecum seeks
production of the following documents:

l.

l,

2011 through July 30, 2016 that are in the
photographs taken between December
depicting_(1) any portion of David
por."rsion,
-gtifi.rsdorf custody or control of the [Department]
s real þroperty on Kidder Hilt Road in lrasburg, Vermont, and (2) the met
tower that is the subject of the investigation in this Docket No. 8585.

All

between the [Department] and the Agency of Natural Resources
regarding the subject maffer of the investigation in this Docket No. 8585.

2. All communications

between the [Department] and the Town of Irasburg, including all
Town agents and representatives, regarding the subject matter of the investigation in this

3. All communications
DocketNo.8585.

and one or more members of the Irasburg
Ridgeline Alliance regarding the subject matter of the investigation in this Docket No.
8585.

4. All communications between the [Department]

communications between 2008 and 2ll2between the [Department] and John Kidder
regarding (1) meteorological tower installations planned and executed through the
Vermont Anemometer Lõan Program, and (2) permits and approvals needed to install
meteorological towers in Vermont

5. All

6. All communications between fDepartment] st¿ff, officials, agents, or employees

and

Dalid

Blittersdorf about (l) grant nt"¿*g for the Vermont Anemometer Loan Program; (2) the
features of the Vermont Anemometer Loan Program, including the Program's division of

Docket No. 8585
DPS Response to Blittersdorf Subpoena Duces Tecum
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responsibility among stakeholders for the planning, permitting, installation, operation, and
removing meteorological towers loaned out through the program.
7

.

All reports and certifications of compliance with grant conditions submitted by or on behalf
of the fDepartment] to any federal agency, department, division regarding federal funds
disbursed in connection with the Vermont Anemometer Loan program.

8.

Documents in the possession, custody or control of the Department of Public Service that
pertain to David Blittersdorf s compliance with orders, rules, and regulations of (a) the
Public Service Board, (b) any Department of Division ofthe Agency ofNatural Resources,
(c) the Natural Resources Board, (d) any Vermont municipal zoning authority, and (e) any
Act 250 District Environmental Commission.

9. All documents supporting

the witness's knowledge of the subject matter of [certain] topics
. . . in the List of Topics, above.

The Rule 30(bX6) deposition associated with the subpoena has not been held. However, the
Department provides the following documents, attached hereto as Attachment 1, in response to the
subpoena.

The document set provided here does not include any responsive documents included in
the Department's December 3, 2016 response to Mr. Blitterdorf s counsel's public record request
dated November 19,2015, nor does

it include any responsive

documents that were provided to

Mr. Bliuersdorf as part of the Department's August 8,2016 response to first round discovery

requests. Likewise, the subpoena seeks the production of communications between the
Department and the Agency of Natural Resources and/or the Town of Irasburg that are protected

from disclosure by the attorney work product doctrine
discovery permitted.by Rule 26

and. information beyond

of the Vermont Rules of Civil

the scope of

Procedure because

it

seeks

information that is neither relevant to the claim or defense of any party nor reasonably calculated
to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The Department therefore objects to the disclosure

of this information and it is not included in the document set.
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Dated at Montpelier, Vermont this eleventh day of August, 2016.
Respectfu

lly submitted,

VERMONT DEPARTMENT

By
Commons
Director for Public Advocacy
Aaron Kisicki
Special Counsel
cc:

Docket 8585 Service List
Vçrmont Public Service Board
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Kisicki, Aaron
From:
Sent:
To:
Gc:
Subject:

Welts, Leslie
Wednesday, October 14, 2015 2:41 PM
Commons, Geotf; Kisicki, Aaron; Ludwig, Megan
Duggan, Jen
Docket Nos. 8585 and 8561

Dear Geoff, Aaron, and Megan:

will be assisting Jen Duggan with the PSB.Dockets 8585 and 8561 - the MET tower enforcement cases. I am writing to
introduce myself to Megan and to touch base with you: (1) to confirm that the Department does not oppose ANR
intervening in Docket gÈgSi and (2) to see if you are available for a phone callwith ús tomorrow afternoon to discuss
ANR's role in these matters. Jen and I are available any time after 2:00 PM.
I

Thanks,
Leslie

Leslie A. Welts, Esq.

Litigation Attorney
Agency of Natural Resources
Office of General Counsel
One National Life Drive, Davis 2

Montpelier, VT 05620-3901
(802) 4s0-6103

L

Kisicki, Aaron
Sent:

Welts, Leslie
Wednesday, October 14,2015 2:43 PM

To:
Subject:

Kisicki, Aaron
RE: Docket Nos. 8585 and 8561

From:

... and we're off

to a gallop!

From: Kisicki, Aaron
Sent: Wednesday, October L4, 2015 2:42
To: Welts, Leslie
Subjecü RE: Docket Nos. 8585 and 8561

PM

Good to meet you, Ms. Welts

From: Welts, Leslie
Sent: Wednesday, October L4,20L5 2:4L PM
To: Commons, Geoff; Kisicki, Aaron; Ludwig, Megan
Cc: Duggan, Jen
Subject: Docket Nos. 8585 and 8561
Dear Geoff, Aaron, and Megan

will be assisting Jen Duggan with the PSB Dockets 8585 and 8561 - the MET tower enforcement cases. I am writing to
¡ntroduce myself to Megan and to touch base with you: (1) to confirm that the Department does not oppose ANR
intervening in Docket 8585; and (2) to see if you are available for a phone call with us tomorrow afternoon to discuss
ANR's role in these matters. Jen and I are available any time after 2:00 PM.
I

Thanks,
Leslie

Leslie A. Welts, Esq.

Litigation Attorney
Agency of Natural Resources
Office of General Counsel
One National Life Drive, Davis 2
Montpelier, W 05620-3901
(802) 490-6103
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Kisicki Aaron
Commons, Geoff
Thursday, October 15, 2015 12'.41 PM
Kisicki, Aaron; Ludwig, Megan;Welts, Leslie

From:
Sent:
To:
Gc:
Subject:

Duggan, Jen
RE: Docket Nos. 8585 and 8561

l'm available, sorry for not responding sooner, Happy to host
Geoff

DPS

folks in my office

From: Kisicki, Aaron
Sent: Thursday, October 15,2015 12:39 PM
To: Ludwig, Megan; Welts, Leslie; Commons, Geoff
Cc: Duggan, Jen

Subject

RE: Docket Nos. 8585 and 8561

Are we having a callthis afternoon?

From: Ludwig, Megan
Sent: Wednesday, October t4,20LS 2:45 PM
To: Welts, Leslie; Commons, Geoff; Kisicki, Aaron
Cc: Duggan, Jen
Subject: Re: Docket Nos. 8585 and 8561
Hi Leslie,

forward to
Thanks for the introduction. I am happy to participate in a call tomorrow. 2:00 would work for me' Looking
speaking with you.
Best,

Megan

From: "Welts, Leslie"
Date: Wednesday, october L4,zots at 2:40 PM
To: "Commons, Geoff", "Kisicki, Aaron", "Ludwig, Megan"
Cc: "Duggan, Jen"

Subject: Docket Nos. 8585 and 8561
Dear Geoff, Aaron, and Megan:

to
will be assisting Jen Duggan with the psB Dockets 8585 and 8561 - the MET tower enforcement cases. I am writing
ANR
not
oppose
introduce myself to vegan and to touch base with you: (1) to confirm that the Department does
iñtervening in Docket gias; and (2) to see if you are available for a phone call with us tomorrow afternoon to discuss
ANR's role in these matters. Jen and I are available any time after 2:00 PM.
I

Thanks,
Leslie

Leslie A. Welts, Esq

Litigation Attorney
1

Agency of Natural Resources
Office of General Counsel
One National Life Drive, Davis 2
Montpelier, VT 05620-390L

(802)490-61.03
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Kisicki Aaron
From:
Sent:
To:
Gc:
Subject:

Welts, Leslie
Thursday, October 15,201512:55 PM
Commons, Geotf; Kisicki, Aaron; Ludwig, Megan
Duggan, Jen
RE: Docket Nos. 8585 and 8561

Great, thanks. Jen and I will call Geoff s office line at 2pm
Talk to you then,
Leslie

From: Commons, Geoff
Sent¡ Thursday, October 15, 2015 12:41 PM'
To: Kisicki, Aaron; Ludwig, Megan; Welts, Leslie
Cc: Duggan, Jen
Subject: RE: Docket Nos. B5B5 and 8561
I'm available, sorry for not responding sooner. Happy to host
Geoff

DPS

folks in my office'

From: Kisicki, Aaron
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2015 12:39 PM
To: Ludwig, Megan; Welts, Leslie; Commons, Geoff
Cc: Duggan, Jen
Subject: RE: Docket Nos.8585 and 8561
Are we having a call this afternoon?

From: Ludwig, Megan
Sent: Wednesday, October t4,2AI5 2:45 PM
To: Welts, Leslie; Commons, Geoff; Kisicki, Aaron
Cc: Duggan, Jen
Subject: Re: Docket Nos.8585 and 8561
Hi Leslie,
Looking forward to
Thanks for the introduction. I am happy to participate in a call tomorrow. 2:00 would work for me.
speaking with you.
Best,

Megan

From: "Welts, Leslie"
Date: Wednesday, October 14,2075 at 2:40 PM
To: "Commons, Geoff", "Kisicki, Aaron", "Ludwig, Megan"
Cc: "Duggan, Jen"

Subiect: Docket Nos.8585 and 8561
Dear Geoff, Aaron, and Megan:

I

will be assisting Jen Duggan with the PSB Dockets 8585 and 8561- the MET tower enforcement cases. I am writing to
introduce myself to Megan and to touch base with you: (1) to confirm that the Department does not oppose ANR
intervening in Docket 8585; and (2)to see if you are available for a phone callwith us tomorrow afternoon to discuss
ANR's role in these matters. Jen and I are available any time after 2:00 PM.
I

Thanks,
Lesliê

Leslie A. Welts, Esq.

Litigation Attorney
Agency of Natural Resources
Office of General Counsel
One National Life Drive, Davis 2

Montpelier, W 05620-3901
(802) 490-6103
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Kisicki, Aaron
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ron Holland <kcf.rrh@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 12,2015 5:29 PM
Kisicki, Aaron
Meeting

Dear Mr. Kisicki,
It would be helpful to me to have a face to face discussion on the lrasburg met tower issue. Are you available
'for a brief meet¡ng next Wed, Thurs, or Friday?

Best Regards,

Robert R. Holland

1

Kisicki Aaron
From:
Sent:

Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>
Wednesday, November 18,2015 9:07 AM

Subject:

Kisicki, Aaron
PSB 8585 Scheduling

lo:

HiAaron,
Have you heard Other Leslie re scheduling?

Thanks,
Leslie

Leslie A. Welts, Esq.

Litigation Attorney
Agenôy of Natural Resources
Office of General Counsel
One National Life Drive, Davis 2'
Montpelier, VT 05620-3901
(802) 4eo-6103

1

Kisicki Aaron
From:
Sent:

Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont. gov>
Wednesday, November 18,2015 9:14 AM

To:
Subject:

Kisicki, Aaron
RE: PSB 8585 Scheduling

well. I was just looking at my calendar and realized the deadline was approaching so
wanted to make sure I didn't miss anything. Let me know if you need anything from me.
yes, that,s my understanding as

I

Screwy computers are so aggravating!
Thanks,
Leslie

From: Kisicki, Aaron
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2015 9:10 AM
To: Welts, Leslie
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 Scheduling

No. I was planning on sending her an email first thing this morning, but Dll switched all our computers over to the new
Office program and everything is screwy. lthink lfigured it out though. l'll send something out shortly. We have until
Friday to file schedule(s), right?

From: Welts, Leslie Ima i lto: Leslie.We lts@ve rmont'sov]
Sent: Wednesday, November L8,20t5 9:07 AM
To: Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov>
Subject: PSB 8585 Scheduling
HíAaron,
Have you heard Other Leslie re scheduling?

Thanks,
Leslie

Leslie A. Welts, Esq.

Litigation Attorney
Agency of Natural Resources
Office of General Counsel
One National Life Drive, Davis 2

Montpelier, VT 05620-3901
(802) 4e0-6103
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Kisicki, Aaron
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kisicki, Aaron

Thursday, November 19,2015 10:53 AM
'Welts, Leslie'
RE: This afternoon

Sure. l'm drafting an emailto you and Holland re the proposed schedule now.
I have

to be out the door to a site visit a little past 2:00, but swing by if your conference ends before 2:00

From: Welts, Leslie Ima ilto: Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 10:514M
To: Kisicki, Aa ron <Aa ron. Kisicki @vermont.gov>
Subject: This afternoon
Hi Aaron,
I have a prehearing conference at the Board conference room today at 1:30 PM. Are you around this afternoon and
so, should I swing by your office to discuss the schedule for PSB 8585?

Thanks,
Leslie

Leslie A. Welts, Esq.

Litigation Attorney
Agency of Natural Resources
Office of General Counsel
One National Life Drive, Davis 2

Montpelier, VT 05620-3901
(802) 4s0-6103

1

if

Kisicki, Aaron
Kisicki, Aaron

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject

Thursday, November 19, 2015 I 1 :15 AM
Welts, Leslie
Re: This afternoon

Armed guard is preferable.
Sent from my mobile device. Please excuse the brevity of this message.

On Nov !9,2O].5, at 10:57 AM, Welts, Leslie <Leslie'Welts@vermont'gov> wrote:
Okay, sounds good. l'll ask Sheila Grace to escort me there.

From: Kisicki, Aaron
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 10:53 AM
To: Welts, Leslie
Subject: RE: This afternoon
Sure. l'm drafting an emailto you and Holland re the proposed schedule now
I have

to be out the door to a site visit a little past 2:00, but swing by if your conference ends before

2:O0.

From: Welts, Leslie Ima ilto: Leslie.Welts@vermont.eov]
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 10:514M
To: Kisicki, Aa ron <Aa ro n. Kisicki @vermont.gov>
Subject: This afternoon

HiAaron,
I have a prehearing conference at the Board conference room today at 1:30 PM. Are you around this
afternoon and if só, should I swing by your office to discuss the schedule for PSB 8585?

Thanks,
Leslie

Leslie A. Welts, Esq.

Litigation AttorneY
Agency of Natural Resources
Office of General Counsel
One National Life Drive, Davis 2

Montpelier, VT 05620-3901
(802) 4so-6103
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Kisicki, Aaron

Aaron

Kisicki,
Friday, November 20,2015 2:56 PM
Leslié Welts (Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov); Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@gmail.com)
RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

:

Leslie and Ron,

ljust want to quickly confirm that I can represent to the Board that you support the Department's proposed schedule
Thanks,

-Aaron
From: Leslie Cadwell [mailto:lac@lac-lca.com]
Sent: Friday, November 20,20L5 2:45 PM
To: Kisicki, Aa ron <Aa ron. Kisicki@vermont.gov>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>; Roben Holland
(kcf.rrh@gmail.com) <kcf.rrh@gmail.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule

HiAaron:
can't agree to a schedule that does not allow discovery on the opposing parties. By denying my client the right to
discovery as part of the initial schedule, my client will have to guess as to what evidence you and the other opposing
parties might have against him. The discovery rules are two ways for a reason - so the process is fair and not one-sided.
I

can't agree to a schedule that requires my client to testify against himself by being required to testify to "all of the
5 30(c)" criteria as your schedule provides. While I agree that your proposal does not preclude testimony on other
issues, it does require that my client testify to matters on which he bears no burden of proof. Moreover, the PSB has
decided many cases without having evidence on all of the sec. 30(c) criteria. Again, you are suggesting a schedule that
does not allow afford my client due process.
I also

We'll file our own schedule.
Enjoy the weekend, Leslie

Leslie A. Cadwell
Legal Counselors a Advocates, PLC
P.O. Box 827
Çastleton, VT 05735
(802)-342-3114
tEsflE À. ËÀÞrÌELL
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From: Kisicki, Aaron Imailto:Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.govl
Sent: Friday, November 20,20151:25 PM
To: Leslie Cadwell <lac@lac-lca.com>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>; Robert Holland
(kcf.rrh@gmail.com) <kcf.rrh@email.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
Leslie,

the seriousness of this investigation, and continue to believe that the schedule the Department has
proposed is appropriate and fair to all parties. Given the filings made to the Board relative to Hearing Officer's stated
charge to "examine the facts surrounding the construction of the meteorological tower and whether the tower was
lawfully constructed, with particular attention to whether the construction of the tower complied with the applicable
requirements, if any, of Section 246 of Title 30," I still don't understand why 30-day turnaround times on discovery are
necessary. With that said, I agree with you that the Board rules apply VRCP discovery rules, and l'm willing to make that
I appreciate

change.

Otherwise, I still recommend that we stick to the format proposed by the Department. Again, given the filings already
made in this proceeding I feel strongly that a stipulation as to facts is very possible here, and, in the event a stip can't be
arrived at, the parties willbe in a better position to knowwhat issues of fact are still unresolved and whatthe
approþriate timeline for submission of additional testimony should be. The Department's schedule contemplates
testimony from non-respondent part¡es, it simply doesn't lay out a timeline for it at this juncture. Second, the
Department's proposal doesn't call for testimony from your client exclusively on the sect. 30 criteria. Rather, it should
be included with any additional testimony on fact you feel are relevant to the Board's review. lt isn't meant to be
proscriptive
l,m attaching a revised Department schedule to reflect the 30 day turnaround times on discovery responses. Let me
know if this is acceptable to you and your client'
Leslie W. and Dr. Holland, please let me know what your thoughts are on this latest proposal.
Thanks,

-Aaron
From: Leslie Cadwell [ma ilto : lac@ lac-lca.co ml
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 4:03 PM
To: Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>; Robert Holland
(kcf.rrh@gmail.com) <kcf.rrh@ema¡l.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
Hl Aaron

think we have a slightly different poínt of view about this proceeding and the seriousness of it. The Public Service Board
is a court of record in matters under Title 30 and has all the powers of a court of record in its area of specialjurisdiction.
This is a legal proceeding that could result in financial and other penalties against my client, who is an individual, not a
public utility or a company subject to the PSB's jurisdiction. He is entitled to due process, which a rushed proceeding
with one-way expedited discovery and no testimony from state officials charged with enforcing the law does not
provide. ln fact, the schedule you proposed called for my client to provide testimony exclusively on 5 30(c) as if a
violation had already been proven through competent evidence, and, in effect, demanded that he become a witness
I

2

against himself. The principles of due process and fundamental fairness are totally incompatible with what you
suggested.

The Board's rules adopt the Vermont Rules of Civil Procedure, and our schedule for discovery adopted a practice found
in superior courts where the parties have a period in which to conduct discovery. We have no objection to a longer
period and did not intend in our communication to mean that we wanted to restrict discovery. We would be happy to
begin discovery a week or more after the prefiling on 72/18, whatever works best for you and the other parties. We
want the flexibility that the Civil Rules give us to ask and answer within the time period prescribed by the discovery
rules. We are entitled to it under the Board's rules and we are asking for no less than what the law allows. The rules are
designed to be fair to all sides.

We are also open to a settlement offer at any point in the proceeding. A litigation schedule does not preclude
settlement so I see no reason not to have a full schedule adopted that can be cut short if we need to. l'm puzzled why it
appears to be such big deal to agree on a litigation schedule now. My client bears no burden of proof in this case. He is
a respondent, not a petitioner. The parties alleging a violation and recommending a penalty have the burden to prove
their allegations through competent evidence. A litigation schedule is the only way to get there from my perspective. I
thought it would be more helpful rather than less to provide a schedule that reflected the seriousness of the issues
alleged against my client and the needs of the parties who have significant demands on their time. I continue to believe
that our proposal, tweaked to accommodate your concerns about discovery, is appropriate.
I hope you

will reconsider and agree to a fairer process and schedule. Again, thanks for taking the first shot at

a

schedule. Regards, Leslie
From: Kisicki,

Aa

ron Ima ilto :Aa ron. Kisicki @vermont.gov]

Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 1:37 PM
To: Leslie Cadwell <lac@lac-lca.com>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Lesiie.Welts@vermont.gov>; Robert Holland
(kcf.rrh@email.com) <kcf.rrh@gmail.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>
Subje'ct: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
Leslie,

Thanks for forwarding your proposed schedule yesterday. The Departrnent has reviewed it, we have a number
concerns with it, and we cannot support it. Let me outl¡ne our major concerns.

of

First, the schedule caf ls for the start of rolling discovery on the day prefiled testimony is filed. That severely prejudices
the reviewing parties as the clock starts ticking immediately and gives no time for thoughtful review of the testimony
and development of discovery requests. Your proposal also contemplates a 30 day turn-around time on discovery which
is far outside the norm in Board practice - even in cases with much broader and complex issues at play. Discovery turnaround time is typically two or three weeks, and that is appropriate here. This is a discrete and focused issue. The
proposed 30-day turnaround time, coupled with a 40 day rolling discovery window start¡ng the day testimony is filed has
the very real potential of preventing a second round of requests. The Department won't support such a structure.
Second, the Department does not support a schedule that calls for the introduction of testimony by the non-respondent
parties and discovery leveled against that testimony prior to a stipulation deadline. There is no reason why a stipulation
cannot be reached if, through review of Mr. Blittersdorfs testimony and responses to discovery requests, the parties can
agree on the issues of fact in play. The non-petitioning parties should also be in a much better position to know whether
testimony is necessary after an opportunity to enter into a stipulation has come and gone. The proposed schedule calls
for a potential waste of the non-petitione/s resources and unnecessary dragging out of the schedule.
Lastly, there is no reason why this proceeding should take ten+ months to resolve. Again, this is a relatively discrete
issue and should be resolved in under six months.
3

yesterday morning,
As a result, the Department submits a revised schedule that largely mirrors the schedule it circulated
for Mr.
and is attached here. Most of the dates have been changed to âccommodate a December 18 deadline
is calls for two
is
that
proposed
schedule
prefiled testimony. The important features of the Department's

Blittersdorfls
round discovery
defined rounds of discovery that provides adequate time to review Mr. Blittersdorf s testimony and first
litigation
further
a
of
or
submission
a
stipulation
for
responses in advance to developing discovery requests. .lt also calls
is
responsive
that
schedule after the close of discovery. That would provide flexibility to the parties to craft a schedule
to the needs of the case once much more information has been exchanged'
I have voiced my concerns about this proposed schedule with ANR and Dr. Holland pr¡or

to sending this email. Please let

similar), or
me know if you and your client are willing to agree to the Department's proposal (or something substantially
if we will need to submit competing schedules to the hearing officer tomorrow.
l,m out of the office for the rest of the day at a site visit and public hearing, so email is the best way to communicate'
Thanks,

Aaron Kisicki
Special Counsel

Vermont Public Service Department
112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
rmont.gov
Aaron.Kisicki
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Kisicki Aaron
Ron Holland <kcf.rrh@gmail.com>
Friday, November 20,2015 4:02 PM
Kisicki, Aaron
RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Aaron,

lrasburg supports the Department's proposed schedule

RRH

From: Kisicki, Aa ron Ima i lto:Aa ron. Kisicki @vermont.gov]
Sent: Friday, November 20,20L5 2:56 PM
To: Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>; Rober:t Holland (kcf.rrh@gmail.com)<kcf.ri'h@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedulê
Leslie and Ron,

ljust want to quickly confirm that.l can represent to the Board that you support the Department's proposed schedule'
Thanks,

-Aaron
From: Leslie Cadwell Imailto: lac@lac-lca.com]
Sent: Friday, November 20, 20L5 2:45 PM
To: Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>; Robert Holland
(kcf.rrh@email.com) <kcf.rrh@gmail.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule

HiAaron:
can't agree to a schedule that does not allow discovery on the opposing part¡es. By denying my client the right to
discovery as part of the initial schedule, my client will have to guess as to what evidence you and the other opposing
parties might have against him. The discovery rules are two ways for a reason - so the process is fair and not one-sided.
I

can't agree to a schedule that requires my client to teStify against himself by being required to test¡fy to "all of the
5 3O(c)" criteria as your schedule provides. While I agree that your proposal does not preclude testimony on other
issues, it does require that my client testify to matters on which he bears no burden of proof. Moreover, the PSB has
decided many cases without having evidence on all of the sec. 30(c) criteria. Again, you are suggesting a schedule that
does not allow afford my client due process
I also

We'llfile our own schedule.
Enjoy the weekend, Leslie

1

Leslie A. Cadwell
Legal Counselors a Advocates, PLC
P.O. Box 827
Castleton, VT 05735
(802)-342-31r4
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From: Kisicki, Aaron Imailto:Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.eov]
Sent: Friday, November 20,2OL51:25 PM

To: Leslie Cadwell <lac@lac-lca.com>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.Êov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>; Robert Holland
(kcf.rrh@email.com) <kcf.rrh@gma¡l.com>; Alison Mílbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
Leslie,
I appreciate the seriousness of this investigation, and continue to believe that the schedule the Department has
proposed is appropriate and fair to all parties. Given the filings made to the Board relative to Hearing Officer's stated

charge to "examine the facts surrounding the construction of the meteorological tower and whether the tower was

lawfully constructed, with particular attention to whether the construct¡on of the tower complied with the applicable
requirements, if any, of Section 246 of Title 30," I still don't understand why 3O-day turnaround times on discovery are
necessary. With that said, I agree with you that the Board rules apply VRCP discovery rules, and l'm willing to make that
change.

Otherwise, I still recommend that we stick to the format proposed by the Department. Again, given the filings already
made in this proceeding I feel strongly that a stipulation as to facts is very possible here, and, in the event a stip can't be
arrived at, the parties will be in a better position to know what issues of fact are still unresolved and what the
appropriate timeline for submission of additional test¡mony should be. The Department's schedule contemplates
testimony from non-respondent parties, it simply doesn't lay out a timeline for it at this juncture. Second, the
Department's proposal doesn't call for testimony from your client exclusively on the sect. 30 criteria. Rather, it should
be included with any additional testimony on fact you feel are relevant to the Board's review. lt isn't meant to be
proscriptive

l'm attaching a revised Department schedule to reflect the 30 day turnaround times on discovery responses' Let me
know if this is acceptable to you and your client.
Leslie W. and Dr. Holland, please let me know what your thoughts are on this latest proposal.

Thanks,

-Aaron
From: Leslie Cadwell Imailto: lac@ lac-lca.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 4:03 PM
To: Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov>
2

Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>; Robert Holland

ßcfurh@srrc]L!e!o) <kcf.rrh @gma íl.com>; Alison Milbury Stone
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule

<Al iso n @ lac-lca.com>

HlAaron think we have a slightly different point of view about this proceeding and the seriousness of it. The Public Service Board
is a court of record in matters under Title 30 and has all the powers of a court of record in its area of specialjurisdiction'
This is a legal proceeding that could result in financial and other penalties against my client, who is an individual, not a
public utility or a company subject to the PSB's jurisdiction. He is entitled to due process, which a rushed proceeding
with one-way expedited discovery and no testimony from state officials charged with enforcing the law does not
provide. ln fact, the schedule you proposed called for my client to provide testimony exclusively on 5 3O(c) as if a
violation had already been proven through competent evidence, and, in effect, demanded that he become a witness
against himself. The principles of due process and fundamental fairness are totally incompatíble with what you
I

suggested.

The Board's rules adopt the Vermont Rules of Civil Procedure, and our schedule for discovery adopted a practice found
in superior courts where the parties have a period in which to conduct discovery. We have no objection to a longer
period.and did not intend in our communication to mean that we wanted to restrict discovery. We would be happy to
begin discovery a week or more after the prefiling on L2/18, whatever works best for you and the other parties. We
want the flexibility that the Civil Rules give us to ask and answer within the time period prescribed by the discovery
rules. We are entitled to ¡t under the Board's rules and we are asking for no less than what the law allows' The rules are
desígned to be fair to all sides.
We are also open to a settlement offer at any point in the proceeding. A litigation schedule does not preclude
settlement so I see no reason not to have a full schedule adopted that can be cut short if we need to. l'm puzzled why it
appears to be such big deal to agree on a litigation schedule now. My client bears no burden of proof in this case. He is
a respondent, not a petitioner. The parties alleging a violation and recommending a penalty have the burden to prove
their allegations through competent evidence. A litigation schedule is the only wây to get there from my perspective. I
thought it would be more helpful rather than less to provide a schedule that reflected the seriousness of the issues
alleged against my client and the needs of the parties who have significant demands on their time. I continue to believe
that our proposal, tweaked to accommodate your concerns about discovery, is appropriate.
I hope you will reconsider and agree
schedule. Regards, Leslie

to a fairer process and schedule. Again, thanks for taking the first shot at

a

From: Kisicki, Aaron [mailto:Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 19,2015 1:37 PM
To: Leslie Cadwell <lac@lac-lca.com>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.Fov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>; Robert Holland
(kcf.rrh@gmail.com) <kcf.rrh@email.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>

Subject:

PSB 8585

- Proposed Schedule

Leslie,

Thanks for forwarding your proposed schedule yesterday. The Department has reviewed it, we have a number
concerns with it, and we cannot support it. Let me outline our major concerns.

of

First, the schedule calls for the start of rolling discovery on the day prefiled test¡mony is filed. That severely prejudices
the reviewing parties as the clock starts ticking immediately and gives no time for thoughtful review of the testimony
and development of discovery requests. Your proposal also contemplates a 30 day turn-around time on discovery which
is far outside the norm in fioard practice - even in cases with much broader and complex issues at play. Discovery turn3

The
around time is typically two or three weeks, and that is appropriate here. This is a discrete and focused issue'
is
proposed 30-day turnaround time, coupled with a 40 day rolling discovery window starting the day testimony filed has
the very real potential of preventing a second round of requests. Thé Department won't support such a structure'

Second, the Department does not support a schedule that calls for the introduction of testimony by the non-respondent
parties and discovery leveled against that testimony prior to a stipulation deadline. There is no reason wh'¡l a stipulation
parties can
cannot be reached if, through review of Mr. Blittersdorfs test¡mony and responses to discovery requests, the

agreeontheissuesoffactinplay. Thenon-petitioningpartiesshouldalsobeinamuchbetterpositiontoknowwhether
testimony is necessary after an opportunity to enter into a stipulation has come and gone. The proposed schedule calls
for a potential waste of the non-petitioner's resources and unnecessary dragging out of the schedule.
Lastly, there is no reason why this proceeding should take ten+ months to resolve. Again, this is a relatively discrete
issue and should be resolved in under six months.

yesterday morning,
As a result, the Department submits a revised schedule that largely mirrors the schedule it circulated
Mr.
and is attached here. Most of the dates have been changed to accommodate a December 18 deadline for
calls for two
is
that
proposed
is
schedule
Blittersdorf s prefiled testimony. The important features of the Department's
discovery
round
defined rounds of discovery that provides adequate time to review Mr. Blittersdorf s testimony and first
litigation
responses in advance to developing discovery requests. lt also calls for a stipulation or submission of a further
is
responsive
that
parties
a
schedule
to
craft
schedule after the close of discovery. That would provide flexibility to the

to the needs of the case once much more information has been exchanged'
Please let
I have voiced my concerns about this proposed schedule with ANR and Dr. Holland prior to sending this email'
or
me know if you and your client are willing to agree to the Department's proposal (or something substantially similar),
if we will need to submit competing schedules to the hearing officer tomorrow.

l,m out of the office for the rest of the day at a site visit and public hearing, so email
Thanks,

Aaron Kisicki
Special Counsel

Vermont Public Seruice DePartment
112 State Street
'Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov
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the best way to communicate.

Kisicki Aaron
Sent:

Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>
Friday, November 20,2015 4:05 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Welts, Leslie; Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@gmail.com)
Re: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schêdule

From:

Kisicki, Aaron

Yes

Thanks,
Leslie

Leslie A. Welts, Esq.

Litigation Attorney
Agency of Natural Resources
(802) 4e0-6103
On Nov 20,20t5, at 2:55 PM, "Kisicki, Aaron" <Aaron.Kisick¡@vermont.gov> wrote
Leslie and Ron,

ljust want to quickly confirm that I can represent to the Board that you support the Department's
proposed schedule.
Thanks,
-Aaron

From: Leslie Cadwell [mailto:lac@lac-lca.conìl
Sent: Friday, November 20,2OtS 2:45 PM
To: Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Gèoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>;
Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@gmail.com) <kcf.rrh@gma¡l.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
HiAaron

that does not allow discovery on the opposing part¡es. By denying my client
part
of the initial schedule, my client will have to guess as to what evidence you
the right to discovery as
and the other opposing parties might have against him. The discovery rules are two ways for a reason
so the process is fair and not one-sided.
I can't agree

to

a schedule

-

to a schedule that requires my client to testify against himself by being required to
of
the
testify to "all
5 30(c)" criteria as your schedule provides. While I agree that your proposal does not
preclude testimony on other issues, it does require that my client testifo to matters on which he bears
no burden of proof. Moreover, the PSB has decided many cases without having evidence on all of the
sec. 30(c) criteria. Again, you are suggesting a schedule that does not allow afford my client due
I also cAn't agree

process.

We'llfile our own schedule.
1

Enjoy the weekend, Leslie

Leslie A. Cadwell
Legal Counselors a Advocates, PLC
P.O. Box 827
Castleton, VT 05735
(802)-342-3r14
<image001.jpg>
From: Kisicki, Aaron [mailto:Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov]
Sent: Friday, November 20,2OL51:25 PM
To: Leslie Cadwell <lac@lac-lca.com>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>;
Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@email.com)<kcf.rrh@email.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca'com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
Leslie,

appreciate the seriousness of this investigation, and continue to bel¡eve that the schedule the
Department has proposed is appropriate and fair to all parties. Given the filings made to the Board
relative to Hearing Officer's stated charge to "examine the facts surrounding the construction of the
meteorological tower and whether the tower was lawfully constructed, with particular attention to
whether the construction of the tower complied with the applicable requirements, if any, of Section 246
of Title 30," I still don't understand why 30-day turnaround times on discovery are necessary. With that
said, I agree with you that the Board rules apply VRCP discovery rules, and l'm willing to make that
I

change.

Otherwise, I still recommend that we stick to the format proposed br¡ the Department' Again, given the
filings already made in this proceeding I feel strongly that a stipulation as to facts is very possible here,
and, in the event a stip can't be arrived at, the parties will be in a better position to know what issues of
fact are still unresolved and what the appropriate timeline for submission of additional testimony should
be. The Department's schedule contemplates testimony from non-respondent parties, it simply doesn't
lay out a t¡meline for it at this juncture. Second, the Department's proposal doesn't call for testimony
from your client exclusively on the sect. 30 criteria. Rather, it should be included with any additional
teitimony on fact you feel are relevant to the Board's review. isn't meant to be proscriptive.
.lt

l'm attaching a revised Department schedule to reflect the 30 day turnaround times on discovery
responses. Let me know if this is acceptable to you and your client.
Leslie W. and Dr. Holland, please let me know what your thoughts are on this latest proposal.

Thanks,

-Aaron
From: Leslie Cadwell [mailto:lac@lac-lca.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 4:03 PM
2

To: Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>;
Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@email.com) <kcf.rrh@gmail.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule

HlAaron think we have a slightly different point of view about this proceeding and the seriousness of it. The
Public Service Board is a court of record ¡n matters under Title 30 and has all the powers of a court of
record in its area of specialjurisdiction. This is a legal proceeding'that could result in financial and other
penalties against my client, who is an individual, not a public utility or a company subject to the PSB's
jurisdiction. He is entitled to due process, which a rushed proceeding with one-way expedited discovery
and no testimony from state officials charged with enforcing the law does not provide. ln fact, the
schedule you proposed called for my client to provide testimony exclusively on 5 30(c) as if a violation
had already been proven through competent evidence, and, in effect, demanded that he become a
witness against himself. The principles of due process and fundamental fairness are totally incompatible
with what you suggested.
I

The Board's rules adopt the Vermont Rules of Civil Procedure, and our schedule for discovery adopted a
practice found in superior courts where the parties have a period in which to conduct discovery. We
have no objection to a longer period and did not ¡ntend in our communication to mean that we wanted
to restrict discovery. We would be happy to begin discovery a week or more after the prefiling on t2/L8,
whatever works best for you and the other parties. We want the flexibility that the Civil Rules give us to
ask and answer within the time period prescribed by the discovery rules. We are entitled to it under the
Board's rules and we are asking for no less than what the law allows. The rules are designed to be fair to

all sides.
We are also open to a settlement offer at any point in the proceeding. A litigation schedule does not
preclude settlement so I see no reason not to have a full schedule adopted that can be cut short if we
need to. l'm puzzled why it appears to be such big deal to agree on a litigation schedule now. My client
bears no burden of proof in this case. He is a respondent, not a petitioner. The parties alleging a
violation and recommending a penalty have the burden to prove their allegations through competent
evidence. A litigation schedule is the only way to get there from my perspect¡ve. I thought it would be
more helpful rather than less to provide a schedule that reflected the seriousness of the issues alleged
against my client and the needs of the parties who have significant demands on their time. I continue to
believe that our proposal, tweaked to accommodate your concerns about discovery, is appropriate'
I hope you will reconsider and agree
shot at a schedule. Regards, Leslie

to a fairer process and schedule. Again, thanks for taking the first

From: Kisicki, Aaron [mailto:Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 1:37 PM
To: Leslie Cadwell <lac@lac-lca.com>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gop;
Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@gmail.com) <kcf.rrh@email.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>

Subject:

PSB 8585

- Proposed Schedule

Leslie,

Thanks for forwarding your proposed schedule yesterday. The Department hAs reviewed it, we have a
number of concerns with it, and we cannot support it. Let me outline our major concerns.

3

First, the schedule calls for the start of rolling discovery on the day prefiled testimony is filed' That
severely prejudices the reviewing parties as the clock starts ticking immediately and gives no time for
thoughtful review of the testimony and development of discovery requests. Your proposal also
contemplates a 30 day turn-around time on discovery which is far outside the norm in Board prâctice
even in cases with much broader and complex issues at play. Discovery turn-around time is typically
two or three weei<s, and that is appropriate here. This is a discrete and focused issue. The proposed 30day turnaround time, coupled with a 40 day rolling discovery window starting the day testimony is filed
has the very real potential of preve.nting a second round of requests. The Department won't support

-

such a structure.
Second, the Department does not support a schedule that calls for the introduction of testimony by the
non-respondent parties and discovery leveled against that testimony prior to a stipulation
deadline. There is no reason why a stipulation cannot be reached if, through review of Mr. Blittersdorfls
testimony and responses to discovery requests, the partiés can agree on the issues of fact in play. The
non-petition¡ng parties should also be in a much better position to know whethertestimony is necessary
aiter an opportunity to enter into a stipulation has come and gone. The proposed schedule calls for a
potential waste of the non-petitioner's resources and unnecessary dragging out of the schedule.
Lastly, there is no reason why this proceeding should take ten+ months to resolve. Again, this is
relatively discrete issue and should be resolved in under six months.

a

the Department submits a revised schedule that largely mirrors the schedule it circulated
yesterday morning, and is attached here. Most of the dates have been changed to accommodate a
December 18 deadline for Mr. Blittersdorf s prefiled testimony. The important features of the
Department's proposed schedule is that is calls for two defined rounds of discovery that provides
adequate time to review Mr. Blittersdorfls testimony and first round discovery responses in advance to
developing discovery requests. lt also calls for a st¡pulation or submission of a further litigation schedule
after the close of discovery. That would provide flexibility to the parties to craft a schedule that is
responsive to the needs of the case once much more information has been exchanged.
As a result,

I have voiced my concerns about this proposed schedule with ANR and Dr. Holland prior to sending this
email. Please let me know if you and your client are willing to agree to the Department's proposal (or

someth¡ng substantially similar), or if we will need to submit competing schedules to the hearing officer

tomorrow.
l'm out of the office for the rest of the day at a site visit and public hearing, so email is the best way to
communicate.
Thanks,

Aaron Kisicki
SpecialCounsel

Vermont Public Service Department
112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aa ron. Kisicki@vermont.gov
<image002.jpg>
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Kisicki Aaron
Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont. gov>
Friday, November 20,2015 4:10 PM

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kisicki, Aaron
RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule

Let me know once you

file. l'll buy you a drink.

From: Kisicki, Aaron
Sent: Friday, November 20,20L5 4:07 PM
To: Welts, Leslie
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
Thanks, Welts.

From: Welts, Leslie Imailto:Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov]
Sent: Friday, November 20,?OLS 4:05 PM
To: Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov>
Cc: Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>; Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@email.com)<kcf.rrh@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
Yes.

Thanks,
Leslie

Leslie A. Welts, Esq.

Litigation Attorney
Agency of Natural Resources
(802) 490-6103

On Nov 20,2OL5, at 2:55 PM, "Kisicki, Aaron" <Aaron.Kisicki@verfiont.gov> wrote:
Leslie and Ron,
I just want to quickly confirm that I can represent to the Board that you support the Department's
proposed schedule.

Thanks,

-Aaron
From: Leslie Cadwell [mailto:lac@lac-lca.com]
Sent: Friday, November 20,2Ot52:45 PM
To: Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermoht.eov>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gop;
Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@smail.com) <kcf.rrh@email.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca,com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule

HiAaron

to a schedule that does not allow discovery on the opposing parties. By denying my client
the right to discovery as part of the initial schedule, my client will have to guess as to what evidence you
and the other opposing parties might have against him. The discovery rules are two ways for a reason so the process is fair and not one-sided.
I can't agree

to a schedule that requires my client to testify against himself by being required to
testify to "allof the 5 30(c)" criteria as your schedule provides. While I agree that your proposal does not
preclude testimony on other issues, it does require that my client testify to matters on which he bears
no buiden of proof. Moreover, the PSB has decided many cases without having evidence on all of the
sec. 30(c) criteria. Again, you are suggesting a schedule that does not allow afford my client due
I also can't agree

process.

We'll file our own schedule
Enjoy the weekend, Leslie

Leslie A. Cadwell
Legal Counselors ¿ Advocates, PLC
P.O. Box 827
Castleton, VT 05735
(802)-342-3r14
<image001.jpg>
From: Kisicki, Aaron Imailto:Aaron.Kisicki@vermont'gov]
Sent: Friday, November 20,2OL51:25 PM
To: Leslie Cadwell <lac@lac-lca.com>
Cc: Commonô, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <LesJie.Welts@vermont.gov>;
Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@email.com)<kcf.rrh@gmail.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca'com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
Leslie,

the seriousness of this investigation, and continue to believe that the schedule the
Department has proposed ís appropriate and fair to all parties. Given the filings made to the Board
relative to Hearing Officer's stated charge to "examine the facts surrounding the construction of the
meteorological tower and whether the tower was lawfully constructed, with particular attent¡on to
whether the construction of the tower complied with the applicable requirements, if any, of Section 246
of Title 30," I still don't understand why 30-day turnaround times on discovery are necessary. With that
said, I agree with you that the Board rules apply VRCP discovery rules, and l'm willing to make that
I appreciate

change.

Otherwise, I still recommend that we stick to the format proposed by the Department. Again, given the
filings already made in this proceeding I feel strongly that a stipulation as to facts is very possible here,
and¡in the event a stip can't be arrived at, the parties will be in a better position to know what issues of
fact are still unresolved and what the appropriate timeline for submission of addltlonal testimony should
be. The Department's schedule contemplates testimony from non-respondent parties, it simply doesn't
2

lay out a timeline for it at this juncture. Second, the Department's proposal doesn't call for testimony
from your client exclusively on the sect. 30 criteria. Rather, it should be included with any additional
testimony on fact you feel are relevant to the Board's review. lt isn't meant to be proscriptive'

l'm attaching a revised Department schedule to reflect the 30 day turnaround times on discovery
responses. Let me know if this is acceptable to you and your client.
Leslie W. and Dr. Holland, please let me know what your thoughts are on this latest proposal.

Thanks,

-Aaron
From: Leslie Cadwell [mailto:lac@lac-lca.com]
Sent: Thursday, November L9, 2015 4:03 PM
To: Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gop;
Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@email.com)<kcf.rrh@gma¡l.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule

HlAaron think we have a slightly different point of view about this proceeding and the seriousness of it. The
Public Service Board is a côurt of record in matters under Title 30 and has all the powers of a court of
record in its area of special jurisdiction. This is a legal proceeding that could result in financial and other
penaltiês against my client, who is an individual, not a public utility or a company subject to the PSB's
jurisdiction. He is entitled to due process, whích a rushed proceeding with one-way expedited discovery
and no testimony from state officials charged with enforcing the law does not provide. ln fact, the
schedule you proposed called for my client to provide testimony exclusively on 5 30(c) as if a violation
had already been proven through competent evidence, and, in effect, demanded that he become a
witness against hiinself. The principles of due process and fundamental fairness are totally incompatible
with what you suggested.
I

The Board's rules adopt the Vermont Rules of Civil Procedure, and our schedule for discovery adopted a
practice found in superior courts where the parties have a period in which to conduct discovery' We
have no objection to a longer period and did not intend in our communication to mean that we wanted
to restrict discovery. We would be happy to begin discovery a week or more after the prefiling on t2/L8,
whatever works best for you and the other parties. We want the flexibility that the Civil Rules give us to
ask and answer within the time period prescribed by the discovery rules. We are entitled to it under the
Boardrs rules and we are asking for no less than what the law allows. The rules are designed to be fair to
all sides.

We are also open to a settlement offer at any point in the proceeding. A litigation schedule does not
preclude settlement so I see no reason not to have a full schedule adopted that can be cut short if we
need to. l'm puzzled why it appears to be such big deal to agree on a litigation schedule now. My client
bears no burden of proof in this.case. He is a respondent, not a petitioner. The parties.alleging a
violation and recommending a penalty have the burden to prove their allegatíons through competent
evidence. A litigation schedule is the only way to get there from my perspective. I thought it would be
more helpful rather than less to provide a schedule that reflected the seriousness of the issues alleged
against my client and the needs of the par.ties who have significant demands on their time. I continue to
believe that our proposal, tweaked to accommodate your concerns about discovery, is appropriate'
3

I hope you will reconsider and agree to a fairer process and schedule. Again, thanks for taking the first
shot at a schedule. Regards, Leslie

From: Kisicki, Aaron Imailto:Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November L9, 201-5 L:37 PM

To: Leslie Cadwell <lac@lac-lca.com>
Cc: Commons, Geoff<Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont'gov>;
Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@email.com) <kcf.rrh@gmail.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca'com>
Subject: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
Leslie,

Thanks for forwarding your proposed schedule yesterday. The Department has reviewed it, we have a
number of concerns with it, and we cannot support it. Let me outline our major concerns.
First, the schedule calls for the start of rolling discovery on the day prefiled testimony is filed. That
severely prejudices the reviewing parties as the clock starts ticking immediately and gives no t¡me for
thoughtful review of the testimony and development of discovery requests. Your proposal also
practice
contemplates a 30 day turn-around time on discovery which is far outside the norm in Board
is
typically
even in cases with much broader and complex issues at play. Discovery turn-around tíme
two or three weeks, and that is appropriate here. This is a disrete and focused issue. The proposed 30day turnaround time, coupled with a 40 day rolling discovery window start¡ng the day testimonrT is filed
has the very real potent¡al of preventing a second round of requests. The Department won't support

-

such a structure.
Second, the Department does not support a schedule that calls for the inffoduct¡on of testimony by the
non-respondent parties and discovery leveled against that testimony prior to a stipulation
deadline. There is no reason why a stipulation cannot be reached if, through review of Mr. Blittersdorfs
testimony and responses to discovery requests, the parties can agree on the issues of fact in play. The
non-petitioning parties should also be in a much better position to know whether testimony is necessary
after an opportunity to enter into a stipulation has come and gone. The proposed schedule calls for a
potential waste of the non-petitioner's rèsources and unnecessary dragging out of the schedule.
Lastly, there is no reason why this proceeding should take ten+ months to resolve. Again, this is a
relatively discrete issue and should be resolved in under six months.

that largely mirrors the schedule ít circulated
yesterday morning, and is attached here. Most of the dates have been changed to accommodate a
December 18 deadline for Mr. Blittersdorfs prefiled test¡mony. The important features of the
Department's proposed schedule is that is calls for two defined rounds of discovery that provides
adequate time to review Mr. Blittersdorfs testimony and first round discovery responses in advance to
developing discovery requests. lt also calls for a stipulation or submission of a further litigation schedule
after the close of discovery. That would provide flexibility to the parties to craft a schedule that is
responsive to the needs of the case once much more information has been exchanged.

As a result, the Department subm¡ts a revised schedule

I have voiced my concerns about this proposed schedule with ANR and Dr. Holland prior to sending this
email. please let me know if you and your client are willing to agree to the Department's proposal (or
someth¡ng substantially similar), or if we will need to submit competing schedules to the hearing officer

tomorrow.
l,m out of the office for the rest of the day at a site visit and public hearing, so email is the best way to

cornmunicate.

4

Thanks,

Aaron Kisicki
Special Counsel
Vermont Public Service Department
L12 State Street

Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aa ro n. Kisicki @ve rmo nt.gor¡

<image002.jpg>
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Kisicki Aaron
Sent:

Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>
Friday, November 20,2015 5:43 PM

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kisicki, Aaron
Re: PSB 8585 - DPS ProPosed Schedule
image001.jpg

From:

Thanks, Kisicki. Good job

Leslie A. Welts, Esq.

Lit¡gation Attorney
Agency of Natural Resources
(802) 490-6103
> On Nov 20,2A!5, at 4:58 PM, "Kisicki, Aaron" <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.goU

wrote

> All,
> The attached

were filed earlier today with the Board in the above-referenced proceeding.

> Thanks,

> Aaron Kisicki
> Special Counsel
>

Vermont Public Service Department

> 1L2 State Street
> Montþelier, VT 05620-26Ot
> 802.828.3785
> Aa ron. Kisicki@vermont.gov
> [cid : image003.jpe@0lCE 145 D.77B0A8BO]
> <8585
> <8585

- 2Ot5.L1.20 - DPS Cover.pdf>
- 2OL5.LL.2O - PSD Proposed Schedule'pdf> <image001.jpg>
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Kisicki, Aaron
Sent:

Ron Holland <kcf.rrh@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 10, 2015 10:31 AM

To:
Subject:

fact and question

From:

Kisicki, Aaron

Aaron,
On Dec 4 th the DB met tower was taken down and then re-erected. I have no idea of the significance of this
fact.
Why

is

the hearing office so slow in setting a schedule?

Best regards,

Ron

1

Kisicki, Aaron
Kisicki, Aaron
Friday, November 20,2015 4:07 PM
'Ron Holland'
RE: PSB 8585 - ProPosed Schedule

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Thanks, Ron.

From: Ron Holland lmailto:kcf.rrh@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, November 20,2OL5 4:02 PM
To: Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
Aaron,
lrasburg supports the Department's proposed schedule

RRH

From: Kisicki, Aaron [mailto:Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.sov]
Sent: Friday, November 20,20L5 2:56 PM
To: Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.sov>; Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@gmail.com)<kcf'rrh@smail'com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
Leslie and Ron,
I

just want to quickly confirm that I can represent to the Board that you support the Department's proposed schedule

Thanks,

-Aaron
From: Leslie Cadwell [mailto:lac@lac-lca.com]
Sent: Friday, November 20, zOtS 2245 PM
To: Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont'gov>
Robert Holland
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.gov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>;
(kcf.rrh@gmail.com) <kcf,rrh@gmail.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca'com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule

HíAaron

to a schedule that does not allow discovery on the opposing parties. By denying my'client the right to
other opposing
discovery as part of the initial schedule, my client will have to guess as to what evidence you'and the
process
fair
and not one-sided'
is
the
parties might have against him. The discovery rules are two ways for a reason - so
I can,t agree

to a schedule that requires my client to test¡fy against himself by being required to test¡fy to "all of the
your proposal does not preclude test¡mony on other
S 30(c),, criteria as your schedule provides. while I agree that
proof' Moreover, the PSB has
issues, it does require that my clíent testify to matters on which he bears no burden of
I also can,t agree

1

decided many cases without having evidence on allof the sec.30(c)criteria. Again, you are suggesting a schedule that
does not allow afford my client due process.

We'll file our own schedule
Enjoy the weekend, Leslie

Leslie A. Cadwell
Legal Counselors a Advocates, PLC
P.O. Box 827
Castleton, VT 05735
(802)-342-3rr4
iFÈL¡É Â i¡.i:'\'J9',.:
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From: Kisicki, Aaron Imailto:Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov]
Sent: Friday, November 20,20151:25 PM
To: Leslie Cadwell <lac@lac-lca.com>
Cc: Commons, Geoff <Geoff.Commons@vermont.Fov>; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>; Robert Holland
(kcf.rrh@email.com) <kcf.rrh@email.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
Leslie,

the seriousness of this investigation, and continue to believe that the schedule the Department has
proposed is appropriate and fair to all parties. Given the filings made to the Board relative to Hearing Officer's stated
charge to "examine the facts surrounding the construction of the meteorological tower and whether the tower was
lawfully constructed, with particular attention to whether the construction of the tower complied with the applicable
reqúirements, if any, of Section 246 of Title 30," I still don't understand why 30-day turnaround times on discovery are
necessary. With that said, I agree with you that the Board rules apply VRCP discovery rules, and l'm willing to make that
I appreciate

change.

Otherwise, I still recommend that we stick to the format proposed by the Department. Again, given the filings already
made in this proceeding I feel strongly that a stipulation as to facts is very possible here, and, in the event a stip can't be
arrived at, the part¡es will be in a better position to know what issues of fact are still unresolved and what the
appropriate timeline for submission of additional testimony should be. The Department's schedule contemplates
test¡mony from non-respondent parties, it simply doesn't lay out a timeline for it at this juncture. Second, the
Department's proposal doesn't call for testimony from your client exclusively on the sect. 30 criteria. Rather, it should
be included with any additional testimony on fact you feel are relevant to the Board's review. lt isn't meant to be
proscriptive.

l'm attaching a revised Department schedule to reflect the 30 day turnaround times on discovery responses. Let me
know if this is acceptable to you and your client.
Leslie W. and Dr. Holland, please let me know what your thoughts are on this latest proposal.
2

Thanks,

-Aaron

From: Leslie Cadwell [mailto:lac@lac-lca.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 4:03 PM
To: Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gov
Robert Holland
cc: commons, Geoff <Geoff.commons@veimont.gov>; welts, Leslie <Leslie.welts@vermont.eov>;
(kcf.rrh@email.com) <kcf.rrh@email.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>
Subject: RE: PSB 8585 - Proposed Schedule
HlAaron The Public service Board
think we have a slightly different point of view about this proceeding and the seriousness of it.
in its area of specialjurisdiction'
is a court of record in matters under Title 30 and has all the powers of a court of record
who is an individual, not a
client,
my
penalties
against
ir,¡, ¡, a legal proceeding that could result in financial and other
a rushed proceeding
psB's
process,
which
jurisdiction. He is entitled to due
public utility or a company subject to the
does not
with one-way expedited discovery and no testimony from state officials charged with enforcing the law
as if a
30(c)
on
exclusively
5
provide
testimony
provide. ln fact, the schedule you proposed called for my client to
a
witness
he
become
violation had already been proven through competent evidence, and, in effect, demanded that
you
with what
against himself. The principles of due process and fundamental fairness are totally incompatible
I

suggested.
a practice found
The Board,s rules adopt the Vermont Rules of Civil Procedure, and our schedule for discovery adopted
to a longer
no
objection
have
in superior courts where the parties have a period ín which to conduct discovery. we
happy to
period and did not ¡ntend in our communication to mean that we wanted to restrict discovery. we would be
you and the other parties' we
begin discovery a week or more after the prefiling on L2/18, whatever works best for
*.nt th" flexibility that the civil Rules give us to ask and answer within the time period prescribed by the discovery are
law allows. The rules
rules. We are ent¡tled to it under the Board's rules and we are asking for no less than what the

designed to be fair to all sides.
does not preclude
are also open to a settlement offer at any point in the proceeding. A litigation schedule
we
need to' l'm puzzled why it
if
settlement so I see no reason not to have a full schedule adopted that can be cut short
of proof in this case. He is
appears to be such big deal to agree on a litigation schedule now. My client bears no burden
penalty have the burden to prove
a respondent, not . pãtition.r. The parties alleging a violation and recommending a
my perspective' I
their allegations through competent evidence. A l¡t¡gat¡on schedule is the only way to get there from
of the issues
thought it would be mãre helpful rather than less to provide a schedule that reflected the seriousness
to believe
I
continue
time'
on
their
demands
alleged against my client and the needs of the parties who have significant

we

that our proposal, tweaked to accommodate your concerns about discovery, is appropriate.

taking the first shot at
I hope you will reconsider and agree to a fairer process and schedule. Again, thanks for
schedule. Regards, Leslie

a

From: Kisicki, Aaron Imailto:Aaron'Kisicki@vermont'sov]
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 1:37 PM
To: Leslie Cadwell <lac@lac-lca.com>

Cc:Common,,c"off>;Welts,Leslie<Leslie'Welts@vermont.goV>;RobertHolland
(kcf.rrh@smail.com) <kcf.rrh@email.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca'com>

Subiect:

PSB

8585: Proposed Schedule

Leslie,
3

Thanks for forwarding your proposed schedule yesterday. The Department has reviewed it, we have a number of
concerns with it, and we cannot support it. Let me outline our major concerns.
First, the schedule calls for the start of rolling discovery on the day prefiled testimony is filed. That severely prejudices
the reviewing parties as the clock starts ticking immediately and gives no time for thoughtful review of the testimony
and development of discovery requests. Your proposal also contemplates a 30 day turn-around time on discovery which
is far outside the norm in Board practice - even in cases with much broader and complex issues at play. Discovery turnaround time is typically two or three weeks, and that is appropriate here. This is a discrete and focused issue. The
proposed 30-day turnaround time, coupled with a 40 day rolling discovery window starting the day testimony is filed has
the very real potential of preventing a second round of requests. The Department won't support such a structure.
Second, the Department does not support a schedule that calls for the introduction of testimony by the non-respondent
parties and discovery leveled against that testimony prior to a stipulation deadline. There is no reason why a stipulation
cannot be reached if, through review of Mr. Blittersdorf s testimony and responses to discovery requests, the parties can

agree on the issues of fact in play. The non-petitioning part¡es should also be in a much better position to know whether
testimony is necessary after an opportunity to enter into a stipulation has come and gone. The proposed schedule calls
for a potential waste of the non-petit¡oner's resources and unnecessary dragging out of the sçhedule.
Lastly, there is no reason why this proceeding should take ten+ months
issue and should be resolved in under six months.

to resolve. Again, this is a relatively discrete

thãt largely mirrors the schedule it circulated yesterday morning,
to accommodate a December 18 deadline for Mr.
changed
have
been
and is attached here. Most of the dates
Blittersdorfls prefiled testimony. The important features of the Department's proposed schedule is that is calls for two
defined rounds of discovery that provides adequate time to review Mr. Blittersdorfls testimony and first round discovery
responses in advance to developing discovery requests. lt also calls for a stipulation or submission of a further litigation
schedule after the close of discovery. That would provide flexibility to the parties to craft a schedule that is responsive
to the needs of the case once much more information has been exchanged'

As a result, the Department submits a revised schedule

to sending this email. Please let
me know if you and your client are willing to agree to the Department's proposal (or something substantially similar), or
if we will need to submit competing schedules to the hearing officer tomorrow.
I have voiced my concerns about this proposed schedule with ANR and Dr. Holland prior

l'm out of the office for the rest of the day at a site visit and public hearing, so email is the best way to communicate.
Thanks,

Aaron Kisicki
Special Counsel
Vermont Public Service Department
112 State Street

Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aa ro n. Kisicki @ve rmont.gov
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Kisicki Aaron
Kisicki, Aaron

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, February 17,2016 11:38 AM
Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@gmail.com)
8585: Kidder Hill MET lnvestigation

Ron,

Sorry for the delay in getting back to
I have availability

you. I was out of the office until today'

to discuss the investigation this afternoon if you'd like to give me a call

Thanks,

Aaron Kisicki
Special Counsel
Vermont Public Service Department
112 State Street

Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aa ron. Kisicki @vermont.gov
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Kisicki Aaron
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Welts, Leslie
Tuesday, February 23,2016 10:584M
Kisicki, Aaron
PSB 8585: ANR's Draft 2nd Round of Discovery on Blittersdorf
2016-02-22; ANR Second Set of Discovery Requests on Blittersdorf.docx; Fiñal Notarized
Blittersdorf Response to ANR lnformation Requests.pdf; 8585 Document Production -

ANR.pdf

HiAaron:

today. Attached is a draft of the questions I have prepared for the second
round of discovery on Blittersdorf in the PSB 8585 matter regarding the MET tower in lrasburg. lf you have a chance,
please take a quick look and let me know if you havè any suggested revisions or items to add.
I hope the technical hearing is going smoothly

Thanks,
.Leslie

Leslie A. Welts, Esq.

Litigation Attorney
Agency of Natural Resources
Office of General Counsel
One National Life Drive, Davis 2
Montpelier, VT 05620-3901
(802) 4s0-6103

1

Kisicki Aaron
Welts, Leslie
Thursday, February 25,2016 8:25 AM

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kisicki, Aaron
RE: PSB 8585 - DPS 2nd Rd Discovery Reqs

HiAaron:
Fyl, I spoke with Alison Stone on the phone yesterday and asked her to check in with her client
be amenable to letting us visit the site sometime this Spring. I suggested May as a possibility.

as

to whether he would

Thanks,
Leslie

Leslie A. Welts, Esq.

Litigation AttorneY
Agency of Natural Resources
Office of General Counsel
One Nat¡onal Life Drive, Davis 2
Montpelier, VT 05620-3901
(802) 4eo-6103

From: Kisicki, Aaron
Sent: Wednesday, February 24,2OL6 3:18 PM
To: Leslie Cadwell (lac@lac-lca.com)<lac@lac-lca.com>; Alison Milbury Stone <Alison@lac-lca.com>
Cc: welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>; Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@gmail.com)<kcf.rrh@gmail.com>;
<PSB.Clerk@vermont.gov>

Subject:

PSB

8585 -

DPS

2nd Rd Discovery Reqs

Leslie & Alison,

The Department's iecond round discovery requests are attached. Hard copies will follow.
Thanks,

Aaron Kisicki
SpecialCounsel
Vermont Public Service Department
112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aa ron. Kisicki @vermo nt.gov
Ð

1

PSB - Clerk

Kisicki, Aaron
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kisicki, Aaron
Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:15 PM
Robert Holland (kcf. nh@gmail.com)
Leslie Cadwell (lac@lac-lca.com); Alison Milbury Stone
PSB 8585 - Kidder Hill/Blittersdorf MET Tower lnvestigation

Ron,

The parties 3re facing a deadline of tomorrow, April 6 to file a stipulation or proposed litigated schedule under th.e
current schedule in the proceeding.
I had a conversation with Mr. Blittersdorf s lawyers today, and I believe that it may be possible to resolve this
investigation with a negotiated solution, as opposed to fully litigating the issues. Today's discussion was very

preliminary, and you will certainly be involved with any settlement process if and when we get to that point.

to extend the deadline for a stipulation or litigated schedule today to April 27 . Mr. Blittersdorf s
attorneys have agreed to the proposed extension request. Please let me know if I can represent that you support - or at
least don't oppose - the extension request to April 27. I hope to file the request by the close of business today'
I plan to file a request

Thanks, and don't hesitate to contact me with any questions or concerns.

Aaron Kisicki
SpecialCounsel

Vermont Public Service Department
112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aa ron. Kisicki@vermont.gov
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Kisicki Aaron
Ron Holland <kcf. rrh@gmail.com>
Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:18 PM

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kisicki, Aaron
Re: PdB 8585 - Kidder Hill/Blittersdorf MET Tower lnvestigation

Aaron,

I support your proposal. I will be in Montpelier tomorrow with some
this proble*. Cun we set up a conversation time in early afternoon?

associates who are interested

Best

Ron

on Apr 5, 2016, at 12:15 PM, Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermo wrote:
.

Ron,

schedule
The parties are facing a deadline of tomorrow, April 6 to file a st¡pulat¡on or proposed litigated
under the current schedule in the proceeding.
possible to
I had a conversat¡on with Mr. Blittersdorfs lawyers today, and I believe that it may be
Today's
issues'
the
resolve this investigation with a negotiated solution, as opposed to fully litigating
process if and
discussion was very preliminary, and you will certainly be involved with any settlement

when we get to that Point.

to extend the deadline for a stipulation or litigated schedule today to Apr¡l
27. Mr. Blittersdorfls attorneys have agreed to the proposed extension reqgest. Please let me know if I
27. I hope to
can represent that you support - or at least don't oppose - the extension request to April
file the request by the close of business today.
I plan to file a request

Thanks, and don't hesitate to contact me with any questions or concerns.

Aaron Kisicki
SpecialCounsel

Vermont Public Service Department
112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aa ron. Kisicki @vermont.gov
<image001.jpg>
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in

Kisicki,

Aaron

,

Kisicki, Aaron

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12.33 PM
Ron Holland
Re: PSB 8585 - Kidder Hill/Blittersdorf MET Tower lnvestigation

Sure: My aftemoon is open tomorrow. Let me check if and when â conference room is available.

How many people do you anticipate coming with you?
Sent from my mobile device. Please excuse the brevity of this message.

On Apr 5,2016,at12:17 PM, Ron Holland <kcf.nh@gmail.com> wrote:
Aaron,

I support your proposal. I will

be in Montpelier tomorrow

with some associates who are

interested in this problem. Can we set up a conversation time in early afternoon?

Best

Ron
On Apr 5, 2016, at 12:15 PM, Kisicki, Aaton <Aaron'Kisicki@vermo
wrote:
Ron,

The parties are facing a deadline of tomorrow, April 6 to file a st¡pulation or proposed
litigated schedule under the current schedule in the proceeding.

with Mr. Blittersdorf s lawyers today, and I believe that it may be
possible to resolve this investigation with a negot¡ated solution, as opposed to fully
litigating the issues. Today's discussion was very preliminary, and you will certainly be
involved with any settlement process if and when we get to that point.
I had a conversation

to file a request to extend the deadline for a stipulation or litigated schedule
today to April 27. Mr. Blittersdorf s attorneys have agreed to the proposed extension
request. Please let me know if I can represent that you support - or at least don't
oppose - the extension request to April 27. I hope to file the request by the close of
business today.
I plan

Thanks, and don't hesitate to contact me with any questions or concerns.

Aaron Kisicki
SpecialCounsel

Vermont Public Service Department
112 State Street
Montpelier, W 05620-2601
1

802.828.3785
Aaron. Kisicki

rmont.sov
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Kisicki Aaron
Kisicki, Aaron

From:
Sent:
To:

Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:21 PM
Ron Holland
Re: PSB 8585 - Kidder Hill/Blittersdorf MET Tower lnvestigation

Subject:

Does 1:00 work for your group?
Sent from my mobile device. Please excuse the

trevity of this

message.

On Apr 5,2016, at 12:34 PM, R.on Holland <kcf.rrh@gmail.com> wrote

4 total
R
On Apr 5,2016, at 12:33 PM, Kisicki, Aaron
wrote
Sure.

<Aaron.Kisicki@ve

>

My afternoon is open tomorrow. Let me check if and when a conference

room is available.
How many people do you anticipate coming with you?
Sent from my mobile device. Please excuse the brevity of this message.

On Apr 5,2016, at 12:17 PM, Ron Holland <kcf.nh@gmail.com> wrote:

Aaron,

I support your proposal. I will be in Montpelier tomorrow with
some associates who are interested in this problem. Can we set up
a conversation time

in early afternoon?

Best

Ron
On Apr 5,2016, at 12:15 PM, Kisicki, Aaron
wrote:

<Aaron.Kisicki@ve
Ron,

The parties are facing a deadline of tomorrow, April 6 to
file a stipulation or proposed litigated schedule under
the current schedule in the proceeding.
I had a conùersation

toda¡

and I be.lieve

with Mr. Blittersdorfs lawyers
that ít may be possible to resolve
1

this investigation with a negotiated solution, as
opposed to fully litigating the issues. Today's discussion
was very preliminary, and you will certainly be involved
with any settlement process if and when we get to that
point.

to file a request to extend the deadline for a
stipulation or litigated schedule today to April 27 ' Mr'
Blittersdorfs attorneys have agreed to the proposed
extension request. Please let me know if I can
represent that you support - or at least don't oppose the extension request to April 27. I hope to file the
request by the close of business today.
I plan

Thanks, and don't hesitate to contact me with any
questions or concerns.

Aaron Kisicki
Special Counsel

Vermont Public Service Department
112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aa ron. Kisicki @ve rmont.Pov
<image001.jpg>
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Kisicki Aaron
Ron Holland <kcf. rrh@gmail.com>

From:
Sent:

Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:09 AM

To:
Subject:

Kisicki, Aaron
RE: PSB 8585 - Kidder Hill/Blittersdorf MET Tower lnvestigation

Aaron,
We will be there at 1 pm.
Thx

Ron

From: Kisicki, Aa ron Imailto:Aa ron. Kisicki @vermont.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05,2016 9:21 PM
To: Ron Holland <kcf.rrh@gmail.com>
subject: Re: PSB 8585 - Kidder H¡ll/Blittersdorf METTower lnvestigation

Does 1:00 work for your group?
Sent from my mobile device. Please excuse the brevity of thiq message.

On Apr 5,2016, at 12:34 PM, Ron Holland <kcf.nh@gmail.com> wrote:

4 total
R
On Apr 5,2016, at 12:33 PM, Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Ki$cki@vermo
wrote:
Sure.

My afternoon is open tomorrow. Let me check if and when a conference

room is available.
How many people do you anticipate coming with you?
Sent from my mobile device. Please excuse the brevity of this message.

On Apr 5,2016, at 12:17 PM, Ron Holland <kcf.nh@gmail.com> wrote:

Aaron,

I support your propôsal. I will be in Montpelier tomorrow with
some associates who are interested in this problem. Can we set up
a conversation

time in early afternoon?

Best
1

Ron
On Apr 5,2016, at 12:15 PM, Kisicki, Aaron
wrote:

<Aaron.Kisicki@ve
Ron,

The parties are facing a deadline of tomorrow, April 6 to

file a stipulation or proposed litigated schedule under
the current schedule in the proceeding.

with Mr. Blittersdorfs lawyers
today, and I believe that it may be possible to resolve
this investigation w¡th a negotiated solution, as
opposed to fully litigating the issues. Today's discussion
was very preliminary, and you will certainly be involved
with any settlement process if and when we get to that
I had a conversation

poínt.

to file a request to extend the deadline for a
stipulation or litígated schedule today to April 27. Mr.
Blittersdorfs attorneys have agreed to the proposed
extension request. Please let me know if I can
represent that you support - or at least don't oppose the extension request tó April 27. I hope to file the
request by the close of business today.
I plan

Thanks, and don't hesitate to contact me with any
questions or concerns.

Aaron Kisicki
Special Counsel
Vermont Public Service Qepartment
112 State Street

Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aa ro n. Kisicki @vermont.gov
<image001.jpg>
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Kisicki Aaron
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Welts, Leslie
Friday, April22,2016 4:51 PM
Kisicki, Aaron
8585

How did your call with Leslie and Alison go today?

1

Kisicki Aaron
Ron Holland <kcf. rrh@g mail.com>
Tuesday, May 24, 2016 11:08 AM
Kisicki, Aaron
discussion

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Aaron,
I am

going to be in Montpelier on Friday. ls it possible with meet with you about 1 pm to discuss docket 8585?

Best regards,

Ron

1

Kisicki. Aaron
.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kisicki, Aaron

Tuesday, June 07, 2016 2:03 PM
Robert Holland (kcf. nh@gmail.com)
RE: Docket 8585: met tower settlement negotiations

Ron,
Can you give me a call when you get a chance? l'd like

to discuss this proposed extension request with you. I called and

left a VM for you, but l'm not sure I called the right number.
Thanks,

Aaron Kisicki
SpecialCounsel
Vermont Public Service Department
1L2 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aa ro n. Kisick¡ @vermont.gov
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From: Alison Milbury Stone [mailto:Alison@lac-lca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 07,2OL6 1:54 PM
To: Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont.gow; Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>
Cc: Leslie Cadwellclac@lac-lca.com>; Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@gmail.com)<kcf.rrh@gmail.com>
Subject: Docket 8585: met tower settlement negotiations
Aaron and Leslie,

with Dr. Ron Holland, and the Town of lrasburg is interested in discussing a possible settlement
with the Respondent in Docket 8585. However, in light of the impending settlement deadline, Dr. Holland has suggested
an approximately one-month extension request, which will allow time for the Town to partic¡pate meaningfully in
settlement negotiat¡ons and for the parties to (hopefully) come to a mutually-satisfactory resolution. Respondent fully
supports this proposal, and I have offered to draft and file the request. I propose July 13 as the new deadline -- just over
a month, but it gives a little space from the short lndependence Day holiday week and,accounts for the lrasburg
Selectboard's July 11 meeting, in case discussion/authorization of a proposed settlement is appropriate for that meeting.
please let me know whether I can represent that the Department and ANR support (or at least do not object to) this
I have been in contact

request.
Thanks and regards,

Alison
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Kisicki, Aaron
From:

Kisicki, Aaron

Sent:
To:

Wednesday, June 08, 2016 11:34 AM
Leslie Welts (Leslie.Welts@vermont. gov)
8585 - lrasburg MET Tower

Subject:

Welts,

l'm drafting a proposed litigation schedule that asks for two weeks to file an SJ motion, and then rev¡sit the remaining
schedule once the hearing officer rules on the motion. Can I represent that ANR supports such a schedule?
Thanks,

Aaron Kisicki
SpecialCounsel

Vermont Public Service Department
112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aa ron. Kisicki@vermont.gov
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Kisicki Aaron
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kisicki, Aaron

Wednesday, June 08, 2016 2:26 PM
Leslie Welt-s (Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov); Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@gmail.com)
8585 - Draft DPS Proposed Schedule
8585 - 2016.06.08 - PSD Proposed Schedule ÐRAFT'docx

Leslie & Ron,

Attached is a draft of my proposed schedule. Let me know if you have any concerns. l'm going to forward this to Leslie
Cadwell & co to see if they want to sign on to the schedule as well.
Thanks,

Aaron Kisicki
Special Counsel

Vermont Public Service Department
112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aa ron. Kisicki @ve rmont.gov
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Kisicki, Aaron
From:
Sent:

Welts, Leslie
Wednesday, June 08, 2016 2:33 PM

To:
Gc:
Subject:

Kisicki, Aaron
Robert Holland (kcf. rrh@gmail.com)
Re: 8585 - Draft DPS Proposed Schedule

HiAaron
This looks good to me. Thanks for giving me a chance to review.
Thanks,
Leslie

Leslie A. Welts, Esq.

Litigation Attorney
Agency of Natural Resources
(802) 4e0-6103
On Jun

8,20!6, at2:26 PM, Kisicki, Aaron <Aaron.Kisicki@vermont'gov> wrote
Leslie & Ron,

Attached is a draft of my propoded schedule. Let me know if you have any concerns. l'm going to
forward this to Leslie Cadwell & co to see if they want to sign on to the schedule as well.
Thanks,

Aaron Kisicki
SpecialCounsel
Vermont Public Service Department
112 State Street

Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.3785
Aa ron. Kisicki @vermont.gov
<image001.jpg>

<8585 - 2016.06.08 - PSD Proposed Schedule DRAFT.docx>
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Kisicki, Aaron
Ron Holland <kcf. rrh@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 08, 2016 6:26 PM

From:
Sent:
IO:
Subject:

Kisicki, Aaron
RE: 8585 - Draft DPS Proposed Schedule

Aaron,
Okay with me

Thx

Ron

From: Kisicki, Aa ron Imailto:Aa ron. Kisicki @ve rmont.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, June 08, 2Ot62:26PM
To: Welts, Leslie <Leslie.Welts@vermont.gov>; Robert Holland (kcf.rrh@gmail.com)<kcf.rrh@gmail.com>
Subject: 8585 - Draft DPS Proposed Schedule
Leslie & Ron,

'my
proposed schedule. Let me know if you have any concerns. l'm going to forward this to Lesl¡e
Attached is a draft of
Cadwell & co to see if they want to sign on to the schedule as well.
Thanks,

Aaron Kisicki
SpecialCounsel
Vermont Public Service Department
112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
802.828.378s
Aa ron. Kisicki @vermont.gov
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DOE GRANT

NUMBER:

DE-

EE0000229

REpORTDATE:
PROJECT TITLE:
pRlNClpAt

29,2073

PEROIDCOVERED: 4-77-09to12-37-t2
State of Vermont ARRA State Energy Program
Andrew Perchlik, Clean Energy Development Fund Manager

March

INVESTIGATOR:

RECIPIENT: Vermont Public service Department

OVERVIEW OF GOALS ANE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The Vermont Public Service Department (PSD) oversaw Vermont's American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act (ARRA) State Energy Program (SEP)l. PSD has successfully dispersed the fullSEP award of
S21,999,000 under the following market titles - Renewable Energy (RE), Public Serving lnstitutions (PSl),
Vermont Housing Conservation Board (VHCB), Commercial Building Energy Standards (CBES), PSD

Administration (PSD Admin).
Across the market titles, approximately one third of the SEP funds, 56,365,634 were spent for energy
efficiency projects and nearly two thirds, 514,586,742, were spent for renewable energy projects,

including installations and studies. An additional 5559,405 was distributed for projects that involved a
combination of efficiency, renewables, and planning. PSD expended 5487,218.35 in SEP funds to
administer the awards. Based on conservative estimates projected by the SEP sub-award recipients, the
results of Vermont's ARRA SEP projects are:

r
o
.
e
o

lnstallations of in-state renewable electric generators account for 6MW in new generation
yielding over 8,840 MWhs annuallY.
New installations of renewably fueled heating systems account for 13,869 thousand BTUs
per hour, annually.
Energy efficiency projects are saving Vermonters S 713,315 annually.
Subrecipients reported that projects supported approximately 92,82L working hours paid by
SEP funds and 132,860 working hours paid by other sources.
And, local dollars contributed 56L,728,962 toward SEP projects (not including PSD Admin).

COST STATUS
The table below shows how SEP funds were budgeted and expended per market title. Negative figures indicate
that expenditures exceeded the budget. The State match budget and expenditures were S139,816.71 for PSD

Admin.
MARKET TITLE

BUDGET

EXPENDITURES

DIFFERENCE

srs,385,247.47

s(s7,688.74)

'rs,327,ssg.73
2,000,000.00

4,045,022.78

(2,04s,022.18l'

VHCB

2,000,000.00

2,000,000.00

0.00

CBES

80,000,00

81,512.00

(1,s12.00)

2,000,000.00

0.00

2,000,000.00

591,44t.27

487,278.35

104,222.92

RE
PSI

VTA
PSD Admin

Totel

s0'00
S21,999,OOO.OO $21,999,000.00
The expenditures under the market titles shifted slightly. (See the Cost Status section on the next page
for specific dollar difference.) Îhrough an amendment, the Vermont Telecommunications Authority
(VTA) market title was cancelled and SZ million was added to the PSI budget. Funds were shifted from
PSI into RE in order to increase funding for the Revolving Loan Fund and the Property Assessed Clean
Energy lnterest Rate Buy-Down Program. CEBS expenditures were slightly over budget due to printing
costs for the new code standards document. PSD Administration was under budget.

also receives and disperses funding from the DOE SEP Base program. All awards, projects and data discussed
in this report related solely to the DOE ARRA SEP program.
1 pSD
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Final Expenditures by Source ($):
Federal
(ARRA SEP)

$21,999,000.00

b, Applicant

$139,816.71

c. State

$0.00

d. Local

$0.00

e. Other

$0.00

f. Program Income

$0.00

g. TOTAL

#83,867,77A.9L

The following pages contain:

.
.

o
o
o

A comparison of the budget vs expenditures in the Cost Status below:

An accounting of the types of projects thai received funds under each Market Title compared to
targets laid out in our SEP proposal.
The overall impact of the market title in terms of renewable capacity installed and energy
savings.
Case studies highlighting a numbòr of projects.

An attached spreadsheet showing financial data and program metrics for each award.

The program¡t¡c descr¡ptions and impact data presented in this report and in the attached spreadsheet is
based on the estimated impacts projected by the award recipients in their original applications, final
reports, and email communications.
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Renewable EnergY (RE)
PROJECI MANAGER

-

Andrew Perchlik, Manager Clean Energy Development Fund

PRIMARY I MPLEMENTI NG PARTN ERS AN D SU BRECI PIENTS
projects' The
lndividuals, businesses, nonprofits, municipalities, state agencies, and farms executed
for all
Vermont Economic Development Authority (vEDA) performed underwritting and administration
Renewable
the
Smallscale
(vElc)
administered
loans. The vermont Energy lnvestment Corporations
(PACE)
lnterest Rate Buy-Down Program'
program
Energy
Clean
Assessed
Property
the
and
lncentive
TARGETS AN D ACCOM PLISH MENTS

pSD met the overall goal for this market title to increase the development and deployment of renewable
power technologies' Projects involved
electric power resources and the use of combinéd heat and

renewable installations in Vermont, studies pertain¡ng to Vermont installations, business/product
for energy
development, financing programs, statewide energy planning, and software development

project location

ma PPing.

and
With these combined programs SEp funds not only deployed renewable technologies for electricity
Vermont.
in
markets
these
of
heating but also advanced programs that support cont¡nued development
and
technologies funded include solar photovoltaic, solar hot water, wind, geothermal, biomass, landfill
sewer methane recovery, and hYdro.
+
scale
Targets: PSD proposed to fund up to 70 loans totaling $4,800,000 and 40 grants 510 small
energy
renewable
fund
proposed
to
were
¡ncÃtives totaling 59,427,588.The majority of SEP monies
proposed
for
were
installations. A number of awards were proposed for feasibility studies. A few awards
were
working capital and business/product development. And, per the Vermont legislature, some funds
workers"'
propotãd to provide "certification and training for renewable energy

Accomplishments:
Under the Renewable Energy Market Title, PSD managed a total of 31 awards total¡ng S
l-5,g69,g53. Local funds totaling 563,76!,458 were leveraged. The 31 awards included 3
3
business development awards, 4 financing program awards, 14 energy installations awards,
and
for
studies,
awards to contractors working on the Comprenhive Energy Plan, and 6 awards
award for a software mapping project.

1

totaling 53,823,445to fund projects in the following technologies a project to
biomass district heating projects, solar and w¡nd ¡nstallatíons, landfill biogas, and
college,
one
businesses,
by
out
upgrade an air exchange system. These projects were carried
and one city.. ln addition, two businesses, Draker Laboratories and SB Electr¡cs, received
working capital loans to support the commercialization of provên technologies in solar electric
pSD awarded 9 loans

and electric drive vehicle batteries, respecti vely'

totaling 54,O4L,246 to fund projects in the following technologies biomass district heating, biomass CHP, geothermal, solar, wind, hydro, and software
development for energy project location mapping. These projects were carried out by
government
municipalities, colleges, businesses, a low income housing nonprofit, and a state
of
demonstration
office complex. One businesses, Dynapower, received a grant to support their
power control technologies (which they manufacture) to integrate energy storage with wind and
pSD awarded 15 grants

solar.
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pSD awarded 5 contracts

totaling 5486,228.These fund5 supported technical modeling

and

advise during the development of Vermont's 2011 Comprehensive Energy Plan, the research
and publication of a public guidance document outlin¡ng group net metering legal structures and
operational arangements, and VEIC's creation and administration of an interest rate buy-down

program for low and moderate income residential PACE participants.

two contracts (per fiscal year) to VEIC to supplement Vermontis very sucessful
Small Scale Renewable lncentive Program (SSREI). The 57,034,328 funded supported VEIC's
administration (about 10%) and the incent¡ves program. The program provided $6,383,061for
L,!72 cash rebates for solar electric, solar hot water, and wind installations. During the SEP
grant term, the scale of eligible installations increased but all are still considered small scale
projects. Funds used in the SSREI program supported a certification program for solar thermal,
PV and smallwind system installers.
pSD awarded

SIGNIFICANT RESULTS

Overall under the RE market title, renewable electric systems installed have added 6,173 kW in capacity
to Vermont's in-state resources, producing an estimated 8,836 megawatt hours annually. And 11'8
million BTUs per hour in annual production was added from installed renewable thermal systems. The
number of systems installed or studied by technolo gy is 677 solar electric, 29 wind, 480 solar thermal, 1
geothermal, 7 biomass, t hydro, and 2 biogas. Six studies were completed. Fourteen outreach sessions
were held to discuss study conclusions, attracting 387 people. I commercial structure was retrofitted
producing 554,945 in annual energy savings from 27,473 gallons of propane saved.
District Heating Svstems
The SEP funding facilitated strong forward progress for biomass district heat in Vermont. PSD funded
four feasibility studies. One study was carried out by the City of Burlington, Vermont's largest city, which
had an existing biomass system. Another of the studies looked at micro district heating and, concluded
that 54.00 per gallon for fuel oil is the tipping point at which a small community might entertain
switching to community biomass heat. This study also produced a template that other communities may
follow in deciding whether to install a community biomass system. PSD also funded the initial steps
toward the installation of two biomass systems: one on a college campus and'one for Vermont's capital
city, Montpelier. The Montpelier system will be the first biomass district heat system serving a town or
.

city in Vermont.
Wind
Burke Ski Area received a 5500,000 loan to purchase and install a Northwind 100 turbine (manufactured
in Vermont). Being a tourist destination and a popular area for locals, the wind installat¡on creates a
showcase for aspects of Vermont's energy policy. The wind turbine is the centerpiece of Burke's
sustainability goals, as well as an investment that will lower Burke's operat¡ng costs. Burke projected
that the electrical generation frorn their turbine wìll result in energy savings of 545,000-565,000 per
year. "We are grateful because without the IARRA] funds, we couldn't have completed this good
project. lt's been good for the business, good for the environment and good for the local community as
it caused significant job stimulation." Tim McGuire, Vice President and General Manager of Burke

Mountain Operating ComPanY

Geothermal
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The Vermont Department of Buildings and General Services (BGS) received a grant for 52,000,000 to
install a geothermal heating system at the newly renovated "Leed Silver Certified'l Bennington Distr¡ct
Court and State Office Building. The 66,000 square foot structure has improved insulation and air
sealing, a ground source heat pump for cooling and heating with individual temperature controls, and
solar hot water heating. By ímproving the building's thermal envelope to reduce heat loss, and replacing
the old heating system with the ARRA funded ground source heat pump, the building's annual operating
cost is projected to decrease by 5175,000. The new system will eliminate the use of 30,000 gallons of oil
per year and result in an estimated reduction of 510,000 kwh of electricity per year. The heat pump
system utilizes 3 supply wells. Three heat exchangers pipe to 205 water-to-air heat pumps' A forth heat

exchanger pipes to two rooftop heat pumps to handle the ventilation load.
Biogas

The City of South Burlington installed a biogas turbine as part of their wastewater treatment plant
upgrade. The system heat energy output is estimated to be 9,180MBtu/day. This generated heat
reduces the volume of natural gas needed to be þurchased to heat the sludge digestion process and
facility buildings. The electrical power generation is estimated at 492,000 kWh annually. This generated
electricity reduces the amount of power that is purchased to operate the pumps, blowers, lighting and
other electrical devices at the WWTF. The designers of the system est¡mate that the system results in
approximately $SZ,OOO in energy savings annually. "The captured methane gas is cleaned, compressed
and used to fire a 65kW micro turbine that is sustainably reducing the plant heat and power bill by
approximat ely ZOYo." Steven Crosby, Water Quality Division Superintendent, City of South Burlington

Hvdro Studv
The SEP funded Townsend Dam study led to the issuing of the first Vermont Act 401 water quality
certificate given by the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources to a hydroelectric project in 25 yêars. The
developér, Community Hydro, also received in March 2Ot2,its Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
license. Finally, in late summer àOLZthe project was sold to the developer Eagle Creek Renewable
Energy to be built; it will be producing power by the end of 2Ot3.'
Group Net Metering Studv
With a 526,900 SEP contract, Powersmith Farm in Guilford lead a project to create a public report called
Vermont Group Net Metering lnformation & Guidelines. Powersmith collaborated with the Vermont
Law School's lnstitute for Energy & the Environment and with Marlboro College's MBA Program for
Sustainability. The authors studied the optimum legal and operational structure, and presented options
as well. The team developed a conceptual plan for two Community Owned Renewable Energy systems
for solar electricity, one at 100 kW and the other at 250 kW.
Energv Proiect Mapping
The SEP grant funded software upgrade to an on-line map called the Vermont Energy Atlas. The first of
its kind in the world, the Renewable Energy Atlas of Vermont (www.Vermontene.rgvatlas'com) ís an
innovative mapping website that shows the locations for existing and potential renewable and energy
efficiency project in Vermont. The goal of the Atlas is to move people from awareness to action. With
SEP funding the Vermont Sustainable Jobs Fund (VSJF) upgraded the atlas to allow for real time access
and editing. They developed a CO2 emissions layer (based on transportation). Updates were made to
feature color coded "statewide Summaries" for electricity consumption, electricity savings, installed
capacity for solar, wind, and hydro. The Statewide Summaries feature allows for'at a glance' summaries
of every town and county in Vermont. The VSJF made several presentations to local and international

parties ¡nterested in how to use such a tool. VSJF held a train-the-trainers workshop to explore bringing

the'tool to all Vermont classrooms.
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Business/Prod uct Development
Dynapower is a nationally recognized manufacturer of custom electric power conversion equipment,
headquartered in South Burlington. Dynapower received a 5250,000 SEP grant to further develop an
innovative technology that controls the storage and release of electric power held in batteries. This

emerging technology is helping to integrate renewable electric generators into the electric grid'
Dynapower coupled their new PowerSkid device to a Northern Power 1-00kW wind turbine and a 100
kW photovoltaic (PV) system. They have demonstrated how to improve energy efficiency and utilization
from these wind and solar renewable energy sources. The project involved a number of other Vermont
based experts in this new field - Draker Labs of Burlington, Conant Excavation, and Green Mountain
Power.
Financing ProÊrams

with well known Vermont nonprofits that alieady had established financing programs.
The ARRA funds significantly increased cash rebates, loans, and small grants issued by these programs to
homeowners and businesses.
pSD contracted

The Vermont Small Scale Renewable Energy lncentive Program (SSREI), created in 2003, spurs

the development and production of clean energy by growing residential and commercial
markets for small scale renewable energy technologies in the most widely distributed and
accessible way possible. The program is market based, cost effective, highly leveraged, and
simple, and access to the funds is open and transparent. The program provides rebates to
individuals, businesses, municipalities, nonprofits, and multi-family low income housing projects
for small scale solar, wind, and micro scale hydropower, and solar hot water systems. PSD has
contracted the administration of SSREI with the Vermont Energy lnvestment Corporation (VEIC).
For every dollar of SEP funds spent, the small scale program leveraged 54.94'
SEP Funded

Vermont Small Scale Renewable Ene
Description

Number of Projects lnstalled
SEP Funded Rebates Paid

Total Cost of lnstalled Systems*
Total lnstalled Capacity

Wind

lncentive Pro cts Dato
Solar Hot
Solar

by VEIC)

Total

Electric

Water

26

668

478

t,t72

s653,470

54,887,399

5842,!92

s6,383,061

52,!88,194

s29,987,Os2

56,027,296

$38,196,543

300 kw

4,844 kW

st,268
kBTU/day

Estimated

Annual (kwh/yr)

6t1,785

6,L49,7O3

*Does not include VEtC administration which totoled 56s7,267

With $430,578 in SEP funds, PSD contracted the Vermont Energy lnvestment Corporation (VEIC)
to create and administer an lnterest Rate Buy-Down program. The lnterest Rate Buy-Down
program serves low and moderate income homeowners who are applying for Property Assessed
Clean Energy (PACE) loans. VEIC already administers PACE for Vermont several cities and towns.
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with the Vermont Economic Development Authority (VEDA) to co-develop and
underwrite a 0% Revolving Loan and Small Grant Program funded by 5265,655 in SEP monies'
The program finances weatherization projects carried out by public serving nonprofit
institutions, such as colleges and hospitals. The program requires that all loans issued have a 510 year term. VEDA !elected recipients through a competit¡ve process, based on the best return
on investment for each project. For each eligible project, PSD conducted the energy technology
evaluation and VEDA conducted the underwriting analysis. This collaboration has served the
State well, leveraging each entity's expertise.
pSD contractêd

MEDIA COMMUNICATION
At least eleven grantees issued press releases and many put announcements on their websítes. Vermont
Environmental Research Associates set up web access showing live wind data for three wind sites.2
Many project managers held community public information meetings and hosted site visits. The City of
Burlington,s biomass district heat project team met with all potential customers. one project received
coverage from local channel 17. Articles about at least five projects appeared in newspapers including
Energy Currents, the Burlington Free Press, Seven Days and the Green Energy Times. At least five
grantees described or introduced their projects and products at industry conferences, seminars, and
irade shows. VSJF Atlas designers made a presentation to visitors from Poland connected with the US
State Department. They also ran yearlong ads in Green Energy Times and Vermont Commons. ln
addition, the Vermont Sustainable Jobs Funds blogged about the Atlas on the Renewable Energy

Vermont website.
Official ribbon cuttings were held for a number of projects. Senator Leahy attended one at Dynapower.
Governor Shumlin attended the ceremony for Montpelier's Biomass Distr¡ct Heat project. Senator
PV
Sanders and Major Kiss of Burlington attended the ribbon cutt¡ng for the City Market Coop's rooftop
installation.

2

Refer to www.Vermontwindprogra m.org and www'northeastwind'com'
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Public Serving lnstitutions (PSl)
PROJECT MANAGER
PRI

-

Andrew Perchlik, Manager Clean Energy Development Fund

MARY I MPLEMENTING PARTNERS AN D SUBRECI P¡ENTS

public serving institutions received funding under this market title, including nonprofit public and private
universities and colleges, k-12 schools, health facilities, and state office complexes.
TARGETS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
PSD established this market

title to serve the general public by reducing energy costs ¡n institutional

buildings.
Targets: pSD proposed to fund 5 loans totaling 51.8 million and 2 grants totaling 5200,000. The projects
were to be for non-electric energy efficiency improvements and renewable energy generation (both
electric and thermal). PSD est¡mated that 12 buildings would be retrofitted with energy saving measures
and 2 renewable energy systems would be ínstalled.
Accomplishments:
pSD awarded 34 grants total¡ng $4,4Ot,376. Subrecipients contributed S3,794,050 to the
projects. Two grants funded interior retrofits in state office complexes. One grant funded an
exterior lighting project for a municipality. Four health facilities received funding - one
expanded their district biomass heating distribution system and three did interior retrofits.
Eight colleges did interior retrofits and one college did a biomass district heating project.
Eighteen k-12 schools did exterior lighting (wall mounted and parking lishts) projects.
ln all, 33 buildings were retrofitted totaling 997,059 square feet. One new biomass heating
system is scheduled to be installed this summer. And, one biomass heating system was

extended via piping to a new facility.

S¡GNIFICANT RESUTTS

Overall under the PSI market title, 1.8 million BTUs per hour in annual production was added from 2 new
biomass heating systems. Fifteen ¡nstitutional and 18 public buildings were retrofitted producing
g¿2;,4gg in annual energy savings from 804,732 kwh in electricity,34,243 gallons of fuel oil, 5,206
gallons of propane, ánd 1 mmcf of natural gas saved. Five energy management systems were installed in
public buildings. Retrofits including the replacement of 16 HVAC systems and 705 exterior wall mounted
or parking lights.
One municipality and eighteen k-12 schools received 5621,072 in SEP grants for exterior lighting
projects. Local funds contributed S9,ggZ toward the projects. ln total, 691 efficient replacement lights
were purchased and installed, resulting in an annual savings of 416,624 kWhs in electr¡city and 554,873
in energy costs.

retrofitted buildings, SEP funds paid for interior and exterior weatherization, purchased
replacement windows, interior lights, and HVAC systems. One hospital received a new, extremely
efficient, oil-fired boiler, Another hospital was able to lay the piping to distribute heat to its new clinic
from its central biomass CHP plant. A health center, in an economically disadvantaged area was able to
install the information infrastructure, controls and heat exchangers to completely revamp its heating
system. Another community health center replaced the worst of ¡ts 28 aging heat pumps. One college
For the 33
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made great progress in designing and permitting its new biomass campus heating system. And, 705
exterior wall mounted or parking lights were replace with energy efficient fixtures.
The College of St Josephs added an exterior insulation sheath for two dormitories - Roncalli Hall and
Medaille Hall. Built in the late 1960's, both of the two-story buildings are walled with masonry blocks
and concrete, and use electric heat. The buildings had issues with moisture in the first floor rooms as
wellas mold and algae growth. The concrete walls were deteriorating and there was little ihsulation in
the buildings. A cenified contractor installed a new layer of four inch thick insulation in the exterior

walls to remedy both the insulation and moisture problems.
The Richford Health Center, (called the NOTCH) manages a 40,000 square feet building housing the
medical & dental offices, a pharmacy, and a grocery store. The building uses innovative air exchange
technology which balances hot and cold areas throughout. When their utility costs sky-rocketed, the
NOTCH collaborated with EVT, Housing Vermont, and an engineering firm to recommend system design
improvements. With their ARRA award, the NOTCH funded the installation of new meter¡ng and control
equipment, and improved the functionality of existing equipment. The NOTCH is working with the
grocery store to transfer tremendous amounts lost heat from the store's refrigeration systems into the
main heating system for the building. The Health Center and all tenants are benefiting from the energy
savings already, and those savings could increase another 20-50% once the grocery store heat transfer is
completed.

MEDIA COMMUNICATION
Colleges and health organizations receiving SEP funds announced their project on their website and in
their campus magazine or newsletter. One hospital described their project on their Facebook page.
Many of the nonprofit institutions highlighted the energy savings and project successes in fundraising
campaigns. Burlington College received coverage in the Burlington Free Press. The grand opening of
Vermont Law School's massive building renovation was covered by WCAX television. The school lighting
projects all reported their news in school newsletters and newspapers and at local school and town
meeti¡gs, where the stories likely were covered by local access television.
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Vermont Housing Conservation Board (VHCB)
PROJECT MANAGER

- Andrew Perchlik,

Manager Clean Energy Development Fund

PRIMARY IMPLEMENTING PARTNERS AND SUBRECIPIENTS
VHCB is an independent, state supported funding agency providing grants, loans, and technical
assistance to nonprofit organizations, municipalities and state agencies for the development of
perpetually affordable housing. VHCB coordinated with the Office of Economic Opportunity and the
Department of Children and Families. The underlying recipients were low income residents.
TARG ETS AN D ACCOMPL¡SH MENTS

to supplemented existing services in weatherization, deep retrofits, and solar
thermal installations by working on homes that are normally not eligible for their services.
VHCB received SEP funds

Targets: VHCB's grant was intended to provide grants and low to no-interest loans for residents of low
income housing. VHCB was to leverage funds from other non-federal sources.

Accomplishments:
VHCB received 52 million in SEP funds and contributed 57,739,454 from other sources. VHCB

used the funds for multi-family housing units. Larger projects involved redevelopment and
restructuring of some nonprofit owned buildings. Activities funded fell within four areas -

energy audits, weatherization, deep retrofits, and solar domestic hot water.
Subrecipients were identified through a written process developed by VHCB. VHCB issued 15
loans for S 763,155 and 9 grants for $540,361.
S¡GNIFICANT RESUTTS
VHCB audited 34 buildings

total 189,135 square feet and retrofitted 725 housing units totaling 659,061
square feet, in 88 public housing buildings, in 27 towns. The energy efficiency measures included the
following: air sealing, shell and window upgrades, mechanical and distribution system upgrpdes and
updated controls, and lighting efficiency upgrades.

Thirty solar hot water systems with a total capacity of 6,963 kBTU/day were installed to service 390
housing units.
Annual energy savings totaled 5432,931 lrom 433,720 kwh in electricity,
L!,276 gallons in propane, and 2 mmcf in natural gas saved.

gT

,455 gallons in fuel oil,

to achieve total energy savings
of 41%or above. "The [ARRA] funds were crítical because they allowed us to address the energy needs
of so many important projects in our portfolio, including many units in smaller buildings that have been
a challenge from an energy perspect¡ve." Craig Peltier, VHCB Program Director

VHCB worked together with energy and housing development partners

VHCB ran outreach 150 sessions attracting 447 people.
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the greatèst coordination on energy programs within the state, VHCB
worked with its housing and energy efficiency partners to create a screening tool that accurately
accounts for the costs and benefits of specific renewable energy equipment and energy efficiency
measures in multi-family dwellings. The program outcomes are recorded, analyzed, and shared with
partners. Thus, partners can more effectively plan for projects that have the most benefits in terms of
'
energy and cost savings, and the most successful strategies are incorporated into future projects.
BEST PRAC-r¡CES Tô ensure

MED¡A COMMUNICATION

with other funding agencies to discuss new energy standards and made a piesentation at a
tri-state (vT,NH,ME) multi-family housing conference. VHCB issued a press release announcing a Dorls
Duke Charitable Trust award, ment¡oning the SEP funds as leverage. The North Branch Apartments
opening was attended by Governor Douglas. VHCB put an SEP press release on their website' The PSD
and VHCB issued a joint press release which was picked up by Vermont Public Radio.

VHCB met
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Commercial Building Energy Codes (CBESI
PROJECI MANAGER

- Mike Kundrath,

Energy Policy & Program Analyst

PRIMARY IMPLEMENTING PARTNERS AND SUBRECIPIENTS
pSD contracted with Navigant Consulting, lnc.. Navigant subcontracted with Cx Associates
TARG ETS AN D ACCOMPTISH MENTS

requirements and Vermont Act 45, PSD oversaw the revision of
Vermont's commercial building energy codes. The act directs the PSD to amend the CBES to ensure that
commercial building construction complies w¡th ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA standard 9O.t-20O7 or the most
recent approved edition of the IECC (in this case the 2009 edition) whichever provides the greatest level
of energy savings. The goal was to mainta¡n any Vermont specific amendments that are more stringent
ln compliance with the

SEP ARRA

than the new codes or that were deemed important enough to Vermont to stay in the code.

Target:

PSD proposed

to use SEP funds to revise Vermont's

CBES

Accomplishments:
pSD spent 581,512

to complete the

CBES

project. Copies of the code are available at and

Enersv Standards. ARRA EECBG funds were utilized to to facilitate
professional trainings for Vermont's revised residential and commercial energy codes and to

Commercial Build

develop a Code ComPliance Plan.

with experts in the field. Navigant Consulting,
lnc was hired to facilitate the code revision. Navigant formed a technical advisory panel (TAP) with
representatives from PSD, electric and gas utilities, Efficiency Vermont, architects, engineers, and other

S¡GN¡F¡CANT RESUTTS Using SEP funds, PSD contracted

professional groups was created. Subcontractor Cx Associates provided technical assistance and
support. They discussed mechanical systems for the TAP group and commissioning requirements.
The TAP reviewed national and international code standards and current research on building energy
science to create a Vermont specific version of the IECC. Navigant facilitated four stakeholder meetings
and one public meeting.

Vermont's revised CBES were approved through rule making and put into effect in 2012. The 2009 code
has been well received by the professional community.

PRACT¡CES During the process to revise the CBES, code standards were reviewed from
international, national, and state sources as well as past Vermont codes. A New Buildings lnstitute
presentation provided insight on the current code update process occurring nationally for the 2012
IECC, along with background on the "stretch code" adopted by the state of Massachusetts. One
member of the TAP, being from the commercial code division for Pacific Northwest National Laboratory,
provided important technical information. The 2009 IECC/ASHRAE 90.1 2007 documents were also
reviewed for any provisions or measures less stringent than the 2005 Vermont code. Considerable time
was spent morphing the Vermont provisions into the 2OO9 IECC. Vermont did not incorporate any
BEST

additional "stretch" codes or chapters
Vermont ARRA
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As code pract¡ces are incorporated in new construction, evaluation of efficacy is planned

MEDIA COMMUN¡CATION
During the development and adoption the Code underwent extens¡ve public ¡nput and corllrllêñt
process. ln addition to stakeholders public participation was solicited through print media
announcements. Once adopted, copies of the code are available on the IECC website and print copies
are available on request free of charge from the PSD and Efficiency Vermont.
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PSD
PROJECT MANAGER

- Kelly Launder,

Administration

Assistant Director Planning and Energy Services

PRTMARY ¡MPLEMENTING PARTNERS AND SUBREC¡PIENTS

The Vermont Office of Economic Stimulus and Recovery initially help coordinate all ARRA program
across Vermont state agencies, but was soon disbanded. The Vermont Legislature was very involved
early on in deciding the direction of the grant funds and required that some funds were earmarked for
particular programs. The Clean Energy Development Fund (CEDF) Board approved and oversaw all
projects and provided ongoing guidance. (CEDF is now managed under PSD and the CEDF Board
continues to act in an advisory capacity.) The State Historic Preservation Office was instrumental in
providing expedited approvals for energy efficiency and renewable energy installations in and on

historic buildings.

TARGETS AND ACCOM PLISH MENTS

The level of funding arriving from the ARRA SEP and EECBG programs was unprecedented. ARRA
supplied PSD with nearly three times the level of funding available in previous years. PSD had to hire
new staff and improve its award management systems. These efforts happened in tandem with other
state agencies and PSD partners.

to administer all of the SEP funds under the d¡rect¡on of the CEDF Board. Two
fulltime positions were prop6sed to be added for a limit of three years to the PSD team overseeing the

Targets:

PSD was charged

work.
Accomplishments:

ed 5487 ,218.35 Energy funds to administer the awards. PSD has successfully
managed the SEP funds. The few procedural flags highlighted during DOE monitoring visits have
been resolved. With SEP funds, PSD hired fulltime limited service positions.
pSD expens

S¡GNIFICANT RESULTS

This substantial increase in funding from ARRA monies and the desire of the President to expedite their
dispersement, required that PSD devote intense effort to quickly ramp up its capability to announce,
issue, track, and report progress to DOE on the large number of awards.PSD created an array of new
procedures and tracking systems to manage the awards. These systems are now integrated into all
awards given out by PSD. Now, the data PSD collects allows more robust analyses and reconciliations.
ARRA reporting requirements were extensive and many of the award recipients had never received
federal awards. Early on, PSD staff made a commitment to offer friendly assistance to help recipients

manage complete and timely submissíon of their project reports and expense reimbursements.
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APPENDIX
This appendix provides brief descriptions of certain projects which are not highlighted under the
Significant Results sect¡ons above. Refer to the attached Vermont SEP Awards Master Spreadsheet to
see detailed financial data and impact metrics for every individual SEP award.

The programitic descriptions and impact data presented in this report and in the spreadsheet is based
on the estimâted impacts projected by the award recipients in their original applications, final reports,
and email communications.

RENEWABI.E ENERGY
BIOGAS

Carbon Harvest received a loan to partially funded phases one and two of a four phase project. ln
phases 1 & 2 they acquired, restored and upgraded an existing landfill gas-to-energy plant to stand
alone as a profit center. Tasks included developing the gas collection system, obtaining
permits/interconnect agreements to connect 250 kW power to the grid, building a new 310kW CHP
plant and upgrading the system to increase power to 560kW capacity.

BIOMASS DISTRICT HEAT
City of Montpelier received a Stm grant (5700,000 was SEP, 5300,000 was EECBG) and a $750,000 SEP
loan to extend the State of Vermont's Montpelier biomass project for state facilities. The extension will
feed City buildings.

Goddard College received a 5t50,000 grant and a loan for 5350,000 through SEP. The College is
replacing its existing oilfurnaces with a wood chip plant. A L,500 sq ft boiler house will be constructed
w/ room for 2 loads of wood chip storage. The 4.5MMBTU boiler with automatic fuel feed system, ash
removal and pollution equipment has an expected delivery rate of 1.7MMBTU, annually delivering 8.32
billion BTU's. The existing 22 buildin$s receive hot water through 5,000 feet of insulated underground
pipes.
D¡str¡ct Heat Feasibility Studiês: SEP funded 4 studies: Landmark College, City of Burlington, Maple
Corner, and Town of Middlebury.
The City of Burlington studied installing a district heat system possibly using the 50MW McNeil
biomass electricity generating stat¡on as the thermal energy source to supply heat and domestic
hot water to buildings in the City. The electricity producing turbine was designed with additional
steam capacity. The underutilized heat fr,om McNeil is more than sufficient to meet the full
space heating and hot water heating needs of the businesses and residents of downtown

Burlington.
The Town of Middlebury intends to more fully integrate biomass into the community. The study
determined that creating several "mini biomass heat districts" would serve them better than
one large central biomass district. The town looked into creating a community fund to facilitate
payment of the capital costs. The study also evaluated heat technologies, looked into expanding
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local
an existing local renewable energy purchasing còoperative, and researched the amount of
biomass
Landmark College hired the Biomass Energy Research Center and Bread Loaf Corporation, an
architecture and construction company. The team investigated installing a biomass district
heating on campus. Apart from saving annual fuel costs, the school wanted to better forecast
their heating costs. The report also stated that numbers of workers needed for biomass heating
use
are almost 15 times greater than the number needed for fossil fuel heating. The College will

the study in its fundraising for the new plant.
Maple Corner (a hamlet in Calais) studied a community biomass district heating system to
provide both heat and irot water to residences, a general store, and a community hall. Their
pfoject also provided a template of procedures for other communities to follow when
justifies a small
investigating biomass district heat. The study determined the price of oil that
community to consider construction of biomass district heat.

WIND
Vermont Technical College received a SSO,328 grant for the Vermont Anemometer Loan Program
The
established. in 2005 tb provide wind assessment equipment for residents, farms and businesses.
27
through
rotated
been
have
The
towers
kits.
2005 funding purchased 7 towers and instrumentation
the
to
sites. ln addition, they purchased "Virtual Met Mast" wind reports for 6 sites to compare
anemometer data.

Vermont Environmental Research Associates (VERA) used SEP funds to complete a 2004 wind
monitoring program that measured the performance of 19 small turbines installed at schools and farms
years of wind
under the 2003 Jeffords wind Grant. Each of the 19 data collection systems has provided 7
data maintained on the website www.Vermontwindproeram.org. With SEP funds, VERA repaired the
which
systems and installed, at a few select sites, a RealTime SmallTurbine Monitoring System, through
public
the
and
web viewers can watch live data. This real-time online reporting ensures that students
can access wind data beyond the life of the VERA program.
SOLAR
SEP
City Market Onion River Co-op is a 16,000 square foot community owned food cooperative. W¡th
to
system
the
expects
panels.
The
Coop
funds the Coop installed a 31.28kW PV system consisting of 136
produce over 32,74BkWh per year. SEP funds paid for about 29% of the system. Over 100 customers
the
attended their Solar Made Simple seminars. City Market hired local businesses to design and install
primarily
running
for
pV system. Formerly, City Market's electric bill had been about S17,000 monthly,
freezers and refrigeration units. The system is on track to meet or exceed the annual electrical
production projected. "We've been working on different projects to improve energy efficiency and the
solar project ¡s one of the largest and most impactful." Pat Burns, Operations Manager

.Housing Vermont spent 5400,252 in SEp grant funds to install PV at 5 sites and solar thermal at 2 sites.
(4t'25)'
The following sites installed PV: Bus Barns (36kW), Park Place (15.75), Avenue Apartments
willard Mill (41.25). The 2 thermalsites, A.w.Richards and Falls Housing. The total project capacity of

pV is 134.25. th. th.rral capacity is 824 kBTU/day. The thermal sites are expected to deliver fuel oil
savings of S5,400 per year.

The Farm at South Village received a S22S,OOO SEP loan to construct a 147.8kW system which is
expected to deliver 170MWh of electricity annually. The annual production is double the their annual
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electricity usage. The Farm is providing renewable electric power for its own use and will sell the
remainder to the City of South Burlington under a power supply agreement.

HYDRO

Townsend Dam is a community hydroelectric project. Blue Heron Hydro received a524,999 SEP grant to
study do pre-construction work for the run-of-river hydroelectric facility, estimated at 960 KW capacity,
on the West River in Townsend, Vermont. SEP funds paid for permit and design work for the project,
including a 401 Water Quality Certificate, a Fish Passage study, interconnection assessment, and the
submission and review of their draft FERC license.

ENERGY EFFIC¡ENCY IN PREPARATION FOR RENEWABTE GENERATION

Long Wind Farm in East Thetford grows organic tomatoes for wholesale markets. Long Wind received a
5308,000 SEP loan to retrofit their 83,000 sguare foot greenhouse. The farmers have a deep
commitment to env¡ronmental stewardship and profitability. Their SEP project is phase L of a larger

project to construct a new energy efficient greenhouse heated by a ground source heat pump. With
ARRA funds Long Wind Farm upgraded air-to-air heat exchangers and a sophisticated computer
software control system. This technology along with new energy curtains for the ceiling, allow the
farmers to ¡ntricately control the greenhouse air temperature and humidity, to the liking of the
tomatoes. Long Wind Farm expects to save 554,945 annually. "This synergist¡c system of curtains and
air-to-air heat exchangers is projected by the Dutch engineers designing our system to save 30% of our
energy use." Long Wind Farm

SPECIAL ENERGY PROJECTS

With SEP funds, PSD revised Vermont's Comprehensive Enerev Plan (CEP). The Vermont Legislature
requires the CEP to be updated every five years. With SEP funds, PSD covered staff time and contracted
with technical advisors. These contractors developed and described the results of sophisticated models
to analyze the future supply and demand for electricity and economic impacts. Reports completed
under these ARRA funded contracts are contained as Appendixes to the final 2011 CEP. The PSD
released a revised draft CEp in the summer of 2011 and received over 9,000 comments from citizens and
interested parties during the public review periods.

to provide data management
Plan. Synapse reviewed
Energy
Comprehensive
for
the
and electric load forecasting services
existing materials on electricity generation, then, in consultation with PSD and the Regulatory
Assistance Project (RAP), performed Electric system (dispatch) modeling of future electricity
CEP Economic Modeling

-

PSD hired Synapse Energy Economics

scenarios.
(RAP) to provide advising services
(CEP).
RAP
assisted in developing policy
for updating Vermont's Comprehensive Energy Plan
act¡ons and by reviewing PSD and Synapse assumptions and conclusions.
CEp Consulting

-

PSD hired

CEP Regulatory Review

the Regulatory Assistance Project

- PSD hired the Vermont Law School (VLS) lnstitute

For Energy and

Environment to create a "conceptual map" of current regulatory structures based on Vermont's
energy policy, legal, and regulatory landscape. The Map supplements the CEP by tying it to the
current state law and identifying the legal and regulatory boundaries (set by federal, state, and
local law) within which energy policy must be implemented. The VLS closed each section by
noting several areas where tensions exist among multiple state policies.
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ESS/PRODUCT DEVETOPMENT
SB Electronics lnc. (sBE) received a 5¿gg,000 sEP loan wíth other private funding
BUSTN

to continue developing
penetration
of this technology
greater
electric drive vehicle component manufacturing and to support a
into the wind and solar markets. The loan was used to fund leasehold improvements, equipment
software purchases, and moving costs to consolidate SBE's former plant into its new manufacturing
facility.
scale
Draker manufactures accurate and reliable monitoring equipment to help owners of commercial
partially
pV systems maximize the efficiency of their solar assets. Draker received a 5425/9O SEP loan to
product
fund the remaining development of the company's newest version of their Sentalis 1000

(named version 2.0). This product provides a plug and play renewable energy system monitoring unit'

PU BLIC

SERVING INSTITUTIONS

controls as
The Visiting Nurse Association (vNA) installed 10 high efficiency heat pumps and associated
surveyed a.ll
They
pumps
in total.
part of a larger project to replace its 21 year old heat pump syste m: 42
ih. pu*p, to determine the ones most needing replacement and also installed improved insulation in

the crawl space.
Marlboro College replaced 104 single pane windows in the Dalrymple classroom building.
the
Castleton College replaced 90 windows in the historic three story Woodruff Hall which serves as
temperature
their
held
rooms
and
drafts
fewer
symbol of the college. After replacement, they not¡ced
more consistentlY.
in
Middlebury College insulated two older buildings, Twilight Hall built in 1867 and Sunderland Hall built
in
1965, which had inadequate or nonexistent roof and attic ¡nsulation. The existing attic ¡nsulation
was
Twilight was in poor condition and over compressed with multiple penetrations. The insulation
had
been
Sunderland
of
roof
area
replaced with an R40 insulated roof system. Half of the existing
insulated already. They installed an R40 insulated roof system in the other half.

At Vermont Technical College the 1826 Allen House was rehabilitated and is now used by the college's
center for sustainable practices. with sEP funds, the basement was insulated, new doors and windows
were
were insulated and storms were provided, the attic was insulated to R55, and exterior walls
insulated to R37.

to
The Vermont Law School undertook a major renovation of the historic Freck's department store
Clinic.
Law
house both the South Royalton Legal Clinic and the Environmental and Natural Resources
With their SEp grant they purchased high quality windows and a very efficient HVAC system.
power
North Country Hospital extended the existing biomass district heating and combined heat and
provides
system to a newly constructed, on-campus 33,000 square feet clinical building. The system
gasifier/boiler
unit.
heating, cooling, and process steam for medical purposes. lt is a wood-fired
Burlington College used their SEp grant to retrofit the h¡stor¡c former Roman Catholic Diocese
The
Headquarters building which has become the new campus for the 40 year old Burlington College.
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College installed upgraded air conditioning equipment, energy efficient lighting, and a boiler circulating
pump system.

Vermont College of Fine Arts (VCFA) scaled back their SEP grant project from insulating 10 campus
buildings to insulating one building because they could not obtain sufficient match funding in the
timeframe of the SEP grant term. They chose College Hall, their main administrative and teaching
building.
The Brattleboro Retreat replaced a 19 year old 200HP boiler with á 100HP high efficiency boiler. The
boiler produces steam to provide hot water, air conditioning, and cooking heat to the 378,000 square

foot hospital facility.
With an SEP grant, the State of Vermont's Buildings and Generalservices (BGS)Waterbury Complex had
256 replacement windows installed in the one building and attic insulation replaced in six buildings.
Portions of the buildings had no attic insulation or only 3" on average of mineral wool. Tenants noticed
the positive aspects of the upgrade. They reported being much more comfortable with drafts eliminated
and appreciated the ability to open windows safely. The six buildings retrofited were the least damaged
by Tropical Storm lrene and are planned to be reoccupied. The historical protected "South" buildings
are the complex's "spine" which the state intends to preserve. All energy efficiency measures installed
via SEP funds are intact.

to install energy efficiency measures to twelve state owned buildings in the
following complexes: the Newport Correct¡onal Facility and the Caledonia, Mahady, Franklin and
Windsor Courthouses. Upgrades were made to mechanical systems, laundry areas, controls, and
envelope insulation. BGS purchased two new HVAC systems and upgraded one. Energy management
system improvements included three Direct Digital Control upgrades and two new Demand Control
Ventilation controls. Laundry equipment upgrades purchased for the Newport Correctional include four
washers and one dryer.
BGS used SEP grant funds
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